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Abstract

Slicing has been widely applied in many fields of software engineer-
ing, such as debugging, testing, software maintenance and restructur-
ing. Several meta-heuristic search algorithms have been discussed and
applied in many areas and been proved to work effectively. Hence, the
concept of formulating slicing to search-based applications under the
framework of SBSE is arose.

This report introduces an approach to locate dependent structures
in a program by exploring all the combinations of possible program
slices. The paper formulates this problem as a search based software
engineering problem. To evaluate the approach, the paper introduces
an instance of a search based slicing problem concerned with locating
sets of slices that decompose a program into a set of covering slices that
minimize inter-slice overlap. The paper reports on algorithm perfor-
mance and efficiency for implementations of genetic algorithms, ran-
dom search, hill climbing, simulated annealing and greedy algorithm
applied to a set of six C programs. Afterward, a multi-objective genetic
algorithm, Niched Pareto Genetic Algorithm, is also introduced into
this application. Results from this application show the distribution
of the individuals and the tradeoff Pareto front are very positive.

Key words: slicing,SBSE, GA, Random Search, Hill Climbing,
Simulated Annealing, Greedy Algorithm, Systematic Search Algorithm,
Multi-objective, Niched Pareto Genetic Algorithm, Performance and
Efficiency.
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1 Introduction

Program slicing is a software maintenance technique to extract the subset of
program statements that may affect a specific variable or may be affected by
the variable at some points of interest [1]. Through eliminating the irrelevant
statements upon the interest of semantics, the size-reduced program is called
slicing.

Slicing has been maturely applied in software engineering. Program slic-
ing can find the location of faults during debugging, because it sets the slicing
criterion to be the variable for which an incorrect value is observed[2]. Condi-
tioned slicing [12]and constrained slicing [13] are both introduced to identify
the case of interest with the respect to a condition and traditional static slic-
ing criterion in program comprehension and software measurement. Slicing
in fact is a method of decomposition of slices, it can divide up the software
with a view to limiting the impact of software changes during maintenance
activities [8] and restructuring [3]. So, finding the appropriate subset of
slices based upon particular interests is challenging and meaningful.

Since slicing has so many applications, the advent of commercial and ro-
bust tools such as Codesurfer from Grammatech[9] has efficiently improved
the construction of many slices from a large scale of program. It chops
the program at every possible program point to form subsets of slices cor-
responding to all possible criteria. Codesurfer counts every vertex of the
dependence graph as a single slice, and every slice contains none or many
program points. For a program with n vertices in the dependence graph,
there will be possibly n slices and, therefore, 2n subsets of slices. The power
set of all possible subsets of slices will be particularly large for program with
large number of statements. The relative study and discussion arise from
this observation in this paper.

The paper proposes a new approach from the point of view of search
based software engineering(SBSE)[10]. Based on the principle of SBSE,
the construction of subset of slices can be converted into an application of
searching from the search space, which is the power set of all subsets of
slices. Using search-based techniques, searching for a series of properties
of interest based upon an appropriate objective measure(fitness function)
may result in the generation of good subset of slices. I will use six dif-
ferent search algorithms which will be described further in later sections-
Genetic algorithm(GA), Random Search Algorithm(RSA), Hill Climbing
Algorithm(HC), Simulated Annealing(SA),Greedy Algorithm(Greedy) and
Systematic Search Algorithm(SSA), to tackle this problem.

The key task is extracting the most appropriate subset of slices with some
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properties of interest. The search will explore the space of all possible subset
of slices. The fitness function will guide the algorithms towards to find the
global optimal or nearly optimal tailored to the particular fitness function
expressing the interesting properties. Previous works have shown that search
techniques had been successfully applied in software maintenance[15, 16, 17,
18], testing[19, 20, 21] and transformation [14, 22].

In this paper, I suggest using six different search algorithms to extract
the subset of slices that cover the program with minimal overlap and max-
imal coverage. The fitness function is motivated by calculating the fitness
value of the overlap and coverage. Since we need to obtain both the mini-
mal overlap and maximal coverage simultaneously, it shows this is a multi-
objective problem. In order to compare the six algorithm and because of
the common features of those algorithms, they all need a scalable fitness
value to motivate them toward a better solution. We employ the approach
of weighted-sum method for fitness assignment[23]. In search based slicing,
the fitness function(converted from the properties of interest) is merely a
parameter. If different kind of dependence structure need to be found, just
change the fitness function.

The paper presents results from the application of the six search tech-
niques and compares these with results obtained from the experiments. In
the empirical study, I provide comparisons including: a) which algorithm
performs better than others(best fitness value)? b) How fast does each algo-
rithm obtain the optimal? c) The trade-off between computation cost and
better optimal within those algorithms.

The primary contribution of this report are to:

• Introduce a new approach using search algorithms to construct slices
with respect of different interest of the program’s dependence struc-
ture.

• Introduce a fitness function to make the algorithms to seek a set of
slice with maximal coverage and minimal overlap.

• Present the initial experiment results indicating the flexibility to gen-
erate slices based upon the particular interest property by search based
techniques.

• Compare different search techniques being applied to this application.
The result shows that simulated annealing algorithm outperform oth-
ers in optimal results and efficiency.
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The paper is organized in the following way. The next section 2 gives a
detailed description of the problem. Section 3 describes the algorithms and
their applications in these problem, while section 4 and 5 detail the experi-
ments carried out and provide an empirical study of the results respectively
highlighting interesting outcomes. Section 6 describes the application of
multi-objective and evaluate the experiment data. Afterwards, Section 7
summarizes the findings from the experiments and results in this report and
future perspectives are described in section 8. Finally, Section 9 draws the
conclusion.

2 Background

The substance of this problem is to identify the dependence structure by
searching all the possible subsets of slices. This paper employs static back-
ward slice which contains the statements of the program which can have
some effect on the slicing criterion. But the approach reported in this paper
is not only applied in the static backward slice, it also can be applied into
other fields relating to program point.

Program Slicing Program point
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
2 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1
3 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0
4 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1
5 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1

Table 1: An example of program slicing sets

For easy comprehension of the problem, here I give an illustrative exam-
ple, assuming a program has only 10 program points. Table 1 indicates the
hypothetical program with 10 program points with 5 slices, in which every
row represents a slice.

In this table, value 1 represents the corresponding program point has
been included in the slice, while value 0 in the table means the slice does
not own the program point. In this case, subset of slices {1,5} would be the
best decomposition solution based upon the criterion of maximal coverage
with minimal overlap, rather than other subset of {1,2} or {2,4}, because it
has better coverage with covering 10 program points out of 10 than others
that only cover 9 of 10 program points. Likewise, subset of {1,5} is a more
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optimal solution than subset of {3,5}, though they have the save coverage,
because the later slices has 1 overlap at program point 4.

From above brief description of the problem, it is not easy to find out
the best subset of slices manually within only 5 slices with 10 program
points. If extending to a larger slice sets, the number of possible subsets
grows exponentially. Therefore, this paper converts this kind of generating
subset of slices problem into an optimization problem under the framework of
search-based software engineering(SBSE). SBSE is a framework for putting
different meta-heuristic search techniques into the applications of all kinds
of software engineering. SBSE also could help finding acceptable solutions
in situation where perfect solutions are either theoretically impossible or
practically infeasible[10].

In order to apply the framework to the specific software engineering
problem, it is a must to reformulate this software engineering to search-based
software engineering. To describe the search problem successfully, search
space, slicing representation and fitness function need to be defined. The
next three subsections explain the detailed application of those attributes of
the formulation.

2.1 Search Space

In an optimization search problem, search space is composed of all the pos-
sible solutions. The procedure of seeking an optimal solution in the search
space is, in fact, looking for the extremely maximal or minimal fitness value,
because the fitness function is the scalar measurement for the solution to
a specific property of interest. In this case reported upon here, the search
space is all the possible subsets extracted from the original slices set. For
example, a program has been defined n slices based upon a particular slicing
criterion, then the possible subsets of slices taken from the whole slices are
2n, therefore, the 2n subsets of slices are the search space of this problem.
If the number of slices n is extremely large, it is impossible to enumerate
the solutions in the search space and find the optimal solution. Hence, the
meta-heuristic search techniques are advocated to apply this kind of software
engineering problem in this paper.

2.2 Representation of Slicing

The slicing data tested in the experiments reported upon here in this paper
are collected by taking backward slices of each program’s system dependence
graph(SDG)[24]. CodeSurfer allows user to navigate through the SDG which
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consists of a set of program dependence graphs (PDGs) and generates a two-
dimensional binary array. Let A[m,n] be the generated two-dimensional
binary array, m represents the number of slices from the original program,
n means how many program points the program has. A[i,j ] be a binary bit,
m > i ≥ 0 and n > j ≥ 0, i is a slicing criterion and j is a program point. If
A[i, j] = 1,that means the slice i includes program point j, while A[i, j] = 0
shows program point j is not included in the slice i. So, in this way the array
A denotes the set of slices of the program and all the experiments testing
based on such slices sets.

2.3 Fitness Function

The fitness function is the measurement of what is considered to be a good
solution. It needs merely an ordinal scale of measurement upon the can-
didate solutions. That means, it helps identifying which of two candidate
solution is the better according to the set of properties to be measured. The
fitness imposes a landscape, from which we can judge which search algo-
rithm is the most applicable in terms of their perceived fitness. The fitness
value is a parameter for the search techniques and it helps guide search to-
wards good solutions. Through fitness function, it is possible to reformulate
the problem as a task of seeking extremely large or small value. So,it is
important to choose an appropriate fitness function to measure the set of
properties.

In order to decompose a program into a set of slices that collectively
cover the entire program but minimize the overlap between the slices. A
few metrics are introduced here to help readers to comprehend the sliced-
based metrics. First the following notations will be used to express the
fitness function. Let ∩(S1, ..., Si) be the intersection of i slices, ∪(S1, ..., Si)
be the union of i slices and Max(S1, ..., Si) be the largest slice selected
from i slices. All the metrics defined below are normalized. Normalization
allows for comparison of metrics from differently sized programs, while the
expression as a percentage is merely a convenience: the metrics are so-
defined that 100% denotes the maximum possible value.

Coverage How many percentage of the selected subset of slices cover the
program points of the entire program. Its maximum possible value is
100%. Coverage has been introduced by Weiser[1] as the following:

100 ∗ ∪(S1, ..., SI)
∪(S1, ..., SM )

1 < I < M
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Overlap Overlap is a measure of how many program points intersections in
a slices set. This could be also computed as the mean of the percentage.
A high overlap might indicate very interdependent in the selected slices
set. In this case, it is difficult to define a good metric to scale the
overlap between the selected slices. Here, I consider a compromised
method to measure the overlap. That is, computing the percentage
of intersection pairwise. For each pair of slices in the set, the ratio
between the number of overlap of the program point and the larger
number of program point of the two slices is reasonable. Once sum
all the percentage of pairs within the slice set, the average value is
evaluated based on all such pairwise comparisons.

100 − 100 ∗ ΣM−1
i=1 ΣM

j=i+1

∩(Si, Sj)
Max(Si, Sj)

0 < i < M

There are two properties needed to be considered in this application.
Because the search techniques require only one fitness value to push the
search to a good solution, we need to map all the properties onto overall
fitness value. The simple way to solve this multi-objective problems is to
scale the vector of objectives into one objective by averaging the objectives
with a weight vector which is totally 1.0.

In the experiments reported upon here, there are only two properties,
furthermore, both properties of coverage and overlap are considered as the
same weight in this application. If the application focuses more on coverage
than overlap, we can assign a larger coefficient to coverage, otherwise, the
overlap will be given larger weight. So, I implement the fitness function
with:

Coverage ∗ 0.5 + Overlap ∗ 0.5 (1)

From this fitness function,we attempt to capture the subset of slices that
have maximum coverage with minimal overlap.

3 Search Algorithms

3.1 Genetic Algorithm

Genetic Algorithm(GA) [4] is a search procedure based on the mechanics
of natural selection and natural genetics. Genetic algorithms are typically
implemented as a computer simulation in which a population of abstract
representations (called chromosomes) of candidate solutions (called individ-
uals) to an optimization problem evolves toward better solutions. Tradi-
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tionally, solutions are represented in binary string of 0s and 1s, but different
encodings are also possible.

The GA starts with a population of completely random individuals. Each
individual will be assigned a fitness score representing how good the solution
to the problem. The GA selects the good individuals from the population as
parents to reproduce the offspring by the selection scheme,which favors the
more fit individuals. The higher fitness the individual has, the more chance
has it to be selected. Some good individuals are probably selected several
times, but individuals who have lower fitness values may not be selected
at all. Since the parents are selected, GA recombines their chromosomes
according to the gene operations to produce individuals formed the new
population. After a number of generation, the optimal solutions will be
obtained. Figure 1 present pseudocode for the process of the algorithm.

In the GA, the primary basic operations and parameters are as follows:

Crossover Crossover cuts the two chromosome strings of the parents at
random position into ”head” and ”tail” segments, and swaps over the
tails to produce the full length of chromosomes. The newly reproduced
individuals inherit the some gene from each parent.

Crossover Probability Crossover is not always applied on the selected
parents, it is performed by the likelihood, which is called crossover
probability. It is typically between 0.6 and 1.0 [5]. The experiments
reported in this report use the single point crossover with probability
of 0.6.

Mutation Mutation alters each gene of chromosome by a very small proba-
bility after the crossover has been applied to the individuals. Normally
it is a bit flipping on a binary representation.

Mutation Probability The likelihood that mutation happens called mu-
tation probability. It is usually less than 0.1. Probability of 0.01 has
been applied to the experiment reported upon in this report.

Selection Selection determines the opportunities of each individual that are
selected from the population to be parents for crossover based upon
the fitness value. There are several different selection schemes such as
proportionate selection, tournament selection, ranking selection and
steady state selection[6]. One of the proportionate selection, roulette
wheel selection, is employed by the experiment reported in this report.
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Genetic Algorithm:
Begin

init(); //Initialize the population P
CalFitness(P); //Evaluate every individual fitnesses
genCount← 0;
while(genCount< Generation)

begin
for t=2 to Population do //keep to best two
begin

select(); //select pairs by Roulette wheel selection
crossover(); //single point crossover

end
CalFitness(P);
for t=1 to Population do

mutate(); //keep the best one not to mutate
CalFitness(P);
genCount++;

end
End

Figure 1: Genetic Algorithm used in this study

3.2 Random Search Algorithm

Random Search Algorithm(RSA) generates the solutions completely ran-
domly. The aim of random search is to provide a lower benchmark for
the applications of meta-heuristic search. Since there is not any guides
and operations for random search toward better solutions, any search based
technique must consistently outperform random search. However if some
meta-heuristic search do not perform as well as random search, it might
indicate the search is not suitable for such kind of application.

Random search algorithm is implemented in a very simple way, in some
extent it is similar to genetic algorithm just without any genetic operators.
It runs based on the similar consideration as GA, chooses the best candidate
solution from the randomly generated population every step, if the solution
is better than the former best solution, then replace it as the current best
one, otherwise, ignore it and continue until the same number of computation
cost as GA has been carried out. The current best individual obtained is the
global optimum solution in random search. Below I present the pseudocode
describing the procedure in Figure 2.
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Random Search Algorithm:
Begin

population← 100;
EvaluationNo← 200;
EvaluationCount← 0;
while(EvaluationCount<EvaluationNo)

begin
producePop(); //Randomly generate the population P;
CalFitness(P); //Evaluate fitnesses and sort them;
if (P[0].Fitness>bestIndividual.Fitness)

bestIndividual←P[0];
EvaluationCount+=1;

end
End

Figure 2: Random Search Algorithm used in this study

3.3 Hill Climbing Algorithm

A Hill Climbing(HC) algorithm is a search algorithm where the current so-
lution will be replaced by the neighbor if the neighbor is better than the
current solution. In our experiment, HC initially generates a random so-
lution as the starting point. Then the fitness will be computed by fitness
function and assigned to the solution. The algorithm generates neighbors
of current solution by the neighbor operation, and when a better individual
is found, this individual replaces the old one as the current best individual.
HC will repeat this operation until there is no better neighbor from current
solution, then HC has reached the local hilltop, relative optimal solution to
the problem.
There are a few hill climbing methods producing the neighbors such as
steepest-ascent hill-climbing (SAHC),next-ascent hill-climbing (NAHC) and
Random-mutation hill-climbing (RMHC) [7]. I applied SAHC to the exper-
iment reported in this report. In order to ensure the fairness of comparison
, the HC has the same computation budgets with other algorithms. The
experiment will restart the Hill Climbing from a random point and perform
the same number of fitness evaluation as other algorithms. Figure 3 displays
the pseudocode of the algorithm.
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Hill Climbing Algorithm:
Begin

countCost← 0; //Initialize countCost as computation cost
hilltop.F itness ← 0;
while(countCost<MaxCost)

begin
init(I); //randomly produce a solution I as start point
CalFitness(I);
tempFitness←I.Fitness;
Temp←SteepestNextHC(I);
statistic(Temp);
countCost+=n; //n is the evaluation cost of Temp
while(tempFitness<Temp[0].Fitness)

begin
tempFitness←Temp[0].Fitness;
if(tempFitnes> hilltop.F itness)

hilltop←Temp[0];
I←hilltop;

Temp←SteepestNextHC(I);
statistic(Temp);
countCost+=n;

end
end

End

Figure 3: Steepest Ascending Hill Climbing used in this study

3.4 Simulated Annealing Algorithm

Simulated Annealing Algorithm(SA) is a random-search technique for com-
binatorial optimization problems, such as minimizing functions of very many
variables[25]. SA has been applied in many areas, such as integrated cir-
cuit(IC) design and chip floorplanning[26]. Simulated Annealing is moti-
vated by an analogy to the statistical mechanics of annealing in solids. It
provides a strategy very similar to iterative improvement with only a ma-
jor difference: annealing allows perturbations to move to a worse condition
in a controlled fashion. So some moves may transform one configuration
into a worse configuration, it is possible to jump out of local minima and
potentially fall into a more promising downhill path.

The concept of the simulated annealing algorithm is to propose a random
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location and move to a new location, then evaluate the resulting change
in energy ∆E. If the energy is reduced, ∆E < 0, which means the new
location is ideal for metal to anneal toward solid, the new location is then
accepted as the current point for the next move. However, if the energy
is increased, ∆E > 0, the move may still happen: the new, higher energy
configuration is acceptable, but they are not always accepted. The worse
moves are accepted with a higher probability when the anneal is at the higher
temperature, on the contrary, the probability of acceptance become very low
if the temperature is low. The probability of a worse move of size ∆E at
temperature T is P [accept] = e−∆E/T [25, 26]. In the procedure of annealing,
the temperature T certainly become lower with going of the anneal process.
With lowering the temperature, the material come into equilibrium at each
newly move. Finally, the metal will physically anneal to equilibrium.

Based on the concept of metal annealing, we can quickly apply this
algorithm to our problem to seek the slices subsets with maximal coverage
and minimal overlap. SA in my experiment randomly produces a solution
and computes its fitness value, then randomly flip one bit in the binary
string and evaluate the resulting change in fitness ∆F . If the fitness value
is increased, ∆F > 0,then the flipped solution is accepted as the start point
for the next move.However, if it is decreased, ∆F < 0, we will accept it
according to the current probability of acceptance,P [accept] = e−∆F/T . In
the optimization task, the temperature is simply a control parameter. The
idea is to employ a cooling schedule for guide to change the temperature T.
There are many cooling schedules available, such as exponential schedule[27],
linear schedule[25] and logarithmic cooling scheme[28]. I implemented all the
three cooling schemes separately, and chose the exponential schedule as the
cooling scheme after compared the test results. The exponential scheme
employed in the experiment reported upon here is:

T (t) = T0 ∗ αt

where t is the step count, α is a constant factor(0 < α < 1),which is 0.9 in
my experiment. The algorithm is described in details by the pseudocode in
Figure 4.

3.5 Greedy Algorithm

3.5.1 Greedy Algorithm

Greedy Algorithm is a technique that makes the optimization problem-
solving to explore the local optimum at every stage with the hope of finding
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Simulated Annealing Algorithm:
Begin

countCost← 0; //Initialize countCost as computation cost
init(); //Randomly produce an Individual I
init(bestIndividual);
T ← 1.0; // current temperature
while(countCost<MaxCost)
begin

mutate(I);
CalFitness(I);
countCost++;
∆F ← I.F itness − bestIndividual.F itness;
if(∆F > 0)

bestIndividual ← I;
else

P = e−∆F/T ;
if(randomProbability< P )

bestIndividual ← I;
T ← T ∗ 0.9; //exponential cool schedule

end
End

Figure 4: Simulated Annealing Algorithm used in this study

global optimum. Greedy algorithm makes every choice that seems the best
at the moment and then solve the subproblem arising after the choice is
made. The choice made by greedy algorithm may depend on choices so far.
But it cannot depend on any future choices or all the solutions to the sub-
problem, it progresses in a fashion making one greedy choice after another
iteratively reducing each given problem into a smaller one[29].

In my implementation, the initial solution to the problem is a binary
string with all the bits of 0s. The selection function chooses one slice that
has the best contribution to the coverage at every step. If there are more
than one slices have the same contributions to the coverage, greedy algorithm
will apply the same fitness function as they are used in other algorithms.
The slice contributing highest increase to the fitness value will be selected
to the current optimum solution. This iterative procedure will terminate
when there is not any increase of the coverage if any slice is selected from
the rest of the slices. After the process,fitness function will be applied to the
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optimum solution to the subproblem of coverage, then the results obtained
could be compared to other algorithms. The following pseudocode in Figure
5 illustrates the particular procedure.

Greedy Algorithm:
Begin

init(I); // Initial Solution is{0,0,0...0,0}
evaluate(); //Pre-evaluate every slice’s coverage
while(coverage increase)

begin
select(); //select one slice to solution I

end
CalFitness(I); //apply the fitness function to I

End

Figure 5: Greedy Algorithm used in this study

3.5.2 Systematic Search Algorithm

Based on the similar concept of greedy algorithm, I implemented a new
search algorithm, which is called Systematic Search Algorithm(SSA) here.
Greedy algorithm makes a choice at each stage by focusing on the subprob-
lem, which is extracting the subset of slices having maximum coverage in my
application, hence it could not ensure obtaining the global optimum. How-
ever, SSA starts with an empty subset of slices, then it select single slice
that has the highest increase to the fitness value and add into the solution.
The major difference with greedy algorithm is that greedy algorithm select
the slice owning the highest contribution to the single objective of coverage
not the fitness combined of coverage and overlap by coefficient. When there
is not any slice can increase the fitness value, the algorithm will terminate
and result in a global optimum solution.

3.6 Niched Pareto Genetic Algorithm

Niched Pareto Genetic Algorithm is a multiple objective optimization tech-
nique implementing tournament selection in simple genetic algorithm to
produce widely distributed optimal individuals. The individuals who are
not dominated by others will compose the Pareto optimal front. A non-
dominated individual has at least one objective value that is greater than
others.
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A formal definition of Pareto optimality is as fellows: consider maximiza-
tion of n objectives fi, i = 1, ..., n, of a vector function f of an individual x
in population P , where

f(x) = (f1(x), ..., fn(x))

Then, a decision vector xu ∈ P is called to be Pareto-optimal if and only if
there is no xv ∈ P for which v = f(xv) = (v1, ..., vn) dominates u = f(xu) =
(u1, ...un), i.e.,there is no xv ∈ P that

∀i ∈ {1, ..., n}, vi ≥ ui ∧ ∃i ∈ {1, ..., n}|vi > ui

The set of all Pareto-optimal decision vectors is called the Pareto-optimal,
efficient or admissible set to the problem [11].

In this case reported here, every Pareto optimal solution Si has the
following property:

¬((Ci ≤ Cj) ∩ (Oi ≤ Oj)) ∀i, j ∈ {Pareto Front Set:Si, Sj}

Cx and Ox represent the coverage and overlap respectively in this formula-
tion.

The aim of the multi-objective optimization is to find and maintain a di-
verse Pareto optimal population. NPGA employs a Pareto domination tour-
nament selection to choose parents. If the randomly picked two individuals
are both dominated and non-dominated by the comparison set(randomly se-
lected 10 individuals),a niche count is introduced to decide who will transmit
their genes to the next generation. The niche coun depends on the density
of the distribution of the closing neighbor individuals within the initialized
niche radius, the higher niche count has the candidate, less chance it owns
to be selected. To do so, it keeps the diversity of population along the di-
mensions of different objectives. The details of implementation is explained
in Section 6.1.

4 Experiment

The objective of the experiment is to determine whether the meta-heuristic
search algorithms are feasible to the search-based slicing with interested
properties. All the results obtained are the fitness values combined of the
coverage and overlap.
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Programs No.of Slices Program Point Search Space Description
gawc 36 57 1.37 × 1011 Numerical value calculation
infoma- 108 176 3.24 × 1035 Example of simple
tionflow information processing
comput- 148 235 3.56 × 1044 Example of simple
ingflow computing processing
newton 363 896 1.88 × 10109 Interpolated polynomial

that uses newton functions
fifth 519 1003 1.71 × 10156 Interpolated polynomial

that uses fifth’s method
ACCT 1596 468 2.77 × 10480 Accounting package
Total 2,770 2,835 2.77 × 10480

Table 2: The subject programs studied.

4.1 Experimental Set-up

I examined the applications of the search-based methods to find subset of
slice which would be the optimum solution depend on the criteria of maximal
coverage with minimal overlap. This research includes comparing the results
from different search algorithms:Genetic Algorithm(GA), Random Search
Algorithm(RSA),Hill-Climbing algorithm(HC),Simulated Annealing Algo-
rithm(SAA),Greedy Algorithm and Systematic Search Algorithm(SSA).

I implemented a standard Genetic Algorithm using single point crossover,
a mutation rate of 1% and the roulette wheel selection strategy for choosing
mating parents. Each crossover of genetic material between the parents
results in the creation of two offsprings. Mutation operation flips the bit of
the binary string depending on the probability of the mutation. I define a
constant population size of 100 and run the algorithm over 100 generations.
The individual with the best fitness score is replicated across successive
generations.

The aim of the RSA is to provide the comparing benchmark, because
there is not any heuristic method used. RSA runs with 100 individuals as
the same as in GA, and terminates the iteration until the same number of
evaluations have been carried out.

The HC algorithm was implemented by multiple starts, keeping track-
ing of the best individual across the different restarts. Steepest ascending
method was employed as the neighbor-finding function. At each point of
current uphill, the neighbor function mutates a single bit of the gene, the
neighbor who has the highest fitness value will be the current climbing point
for the next move. The number of multiple restarts is lying on the different
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evaluation numbers due to the concern of the fairness to compare with other
algorithms.

I carried out the SAA with the exponential cooling scheme. The expo-
nential coefficient was set 0.9 that has been proved to have better results
and more appropriate convergence speed by comparing with coefficient of
0.95 and other two cool schedules mentioned in section 3.4. Each move in
the SAA is random single point mutation which ensures the search method
could jump out the local scene to global optimum.

Lastly, Greedy algorithm and Systematic search algorithm were intro-
duced in my experiment, they start with an empty subset of slices. The
slices contributing to the highest increase to coverage and fitness value are
chosen to the current solution in Greedy and SSA respectively. The repeat
process will be terminated where there is not any increase.

The results represented are averaged over 10 runs for each algorithm.

4.2 Test Programs

During the experiment, each of the algorithms described was tested using 6
subject programs, written in C,open source. The program range from 57 to
1003 program points. Although this program points seem relative small, the
complexity of the application is determined by the number of slices for each
program. The number of slices are composed of the search space ranged from
237 to 21596, which is a very large area. All the subject programs studied
are summarized in Table 2.

I collected and observed the two outputs of the each algorithm: the ten
best fitness values in the ten runs and the average fitness value from the
beginning to the termination of the iteration during the 10 run. In the im-
plementation, we keep the source program static. This means that each new
application of an individual is applied to the same original source program.
The results on a program of previous applications of decomposition of slices
are stored in different files before the next search method or subject program
is applied.

5 Empirical Study

The six Box-Plot graphs in Figure 6 are illustrated by ascending order of
the subject programs size. In each Box-Plot every box represents the distri-
bution of the ten final fitness values in the ten runs. The results presented
in the Box-Plot charts are collected within the same evaluation costs of dif-
ferent search algorithms expressed on the x-axis. The y-axis denotes the
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(a) gawc (b) informationflow

(c) computingflow (d) newton

(e) fifth (f) ACCT

Figure 6: Box-Plot of results for backward slicing in term of Fitness Function
1 defined in Section 2.3. The results show the Simulated Annealing performs
the best especially with the increasing of the slices scale. The Greedy al-
gorithm had a very poor performance in the application of search-based
slicing.
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fitness value. Figures 7-9 display the average fitness values of ten runs from
the beginning of the algorithm to the points that 20000 evaluations have
been implemented in each search methods. In these line graphs, the x-axis
and y-axis present the number of evaluation performed and fitness value
obtained by corresponding evaluations respectively.

5.1 Performance comparison

From the Box-Plot graphs, we observe that fitness value from greedy al-
gorithm is obviously much lower than other algorithms, even lower than
the random search, which is anticipated to be the worst because it does
not employ any heuristic techniques. Greedy algorithm only focuses on the
coverage but not the combination of coverage and overlap, so it does not
perform well and it is not suitable for the application in my study. The
random algorithm is beaten by all the algorithms except greedy algorithm.

It is very interesting that HC and Systematic algorithms significantly
outperform the other four search techniques for the first three smaller pro-
grams. Not only overall fitness values are higher, but also the ten fitness
values are distributed very concentratedly. As program size increases(for
example, (d),(e) and(f)), the performance of SSA drops dramatically and
is much worse than GA and SAA, which also perform better,beating HC
and Random. It is surprised to note that HC performs worse on the large
programs, after investigation, I found that the HC’s landscape is too flat
to find maxima. To explain why Systematic has so tremendous different
performances between small and large programs, I investigated and found
the reason locates at the requirement of massive evaluations, because it is
able to execute all the selection for every slice for the small programs within
20,000 evaluations, on the contrary, it is impossible to judge whether all the
slices should be selected for large programs under the same computation
costs.

The GA and SAA perform slightly worse than HC and Systematic in the
smaller programs, but their performances are obviously improved and the
fitness values are higher than others as the programs increase. Thereinto,
SAA is able to obtain apparently higher overall fitness values than others
when the sizes of the subject programs increase, although its ten results
fluctuate even wider than random algorithm for small programs.

It is very surprising that SAA substantially performs better rather than
GA that we expected to be the best. The theory of SAA could explain why
it has so unexpected good performance. It works like a bounding ball from
the hill top to the deepest valley. At the beginning period, it has a relative
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large bounding range, which consumedly enlarge the chance to jump out the
local optimum and avoid the ball to fall into the local valley. Every step only
costs one evaluation to compute the randomly single-bit mutated solution,
comparing to the GA spending 200 evaluations to obtain the best solution of
the generation, SAA undoubtedly has more steps to gain the better solution
under the same evaluation limitation.

In summary, the SAA performs better as program size increase with the
Systematic search algorithm having opposite characteristic. GA is also a
good choice if there is not SAA, because its performance is better than the
other four algorithms. Random and Greedy algorithm are beaten by SAA,
GA and HC in all programs but the SSA only in small programs.

5.2 Efficiency

Since the greedy algorithm is obviously worse than other five algorithms, it
is nonsensical for greedy algorithm to compare the efficiency. So the rising
fitness value with evaluation of greedy algorithm is not exhibited in Figure
7-9.

From the six line graphs, we can easily notice that HC achieved the
best fitness value using the least evaluation costs in the first three smaller
programs, SSA performs very similar to HC but it costs a little more com-
putation. With the increasing of the program size, for instance, in subject
programs newton, fifth and ACCT, SSA has the worst performance although
it spends the most evaluations we presented here. Similarly, HC spends the
same computation costs as SAA and GA ,but it constantly gains the lower
fitness values during all the evaluation periods. So, HC and SSA have higher
efficiency in smaller programs and worse performances in larger program.

However, we observe that SAA and GA have the contrary performances.
SAA succeeds attaining its best solution apparently much slower than others
except RSA in the first three smaller programs, in which GA also has lower
efficiency to climb to the maximal fitness value than HC and SSA. In the
latter three large programs, the trend line of SAA is evidently steeper than
others, which indicates SAA has higher efficiency. Although the GA is
relatively worse than SAA, it is able to obtain better solution than other
three algorithms under the same number of evaluations in the large-scale
programs. We can choose an evaluation number on x-axis as a reference
point, the search algorithm who obtained the highest fitness value is the most
efficient search method. For instance, if we only execute 10000 evaluations,
we can see the solutions obtained by SAA in the later larger programs are
better than others.
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(a) gawc

(b) informationflow

Figure 7: Line Graph 1 for subject programs gawc and informationflow.
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(a) computingflow

(b) newton

Figure 8: Line Graph 2 for subject programs computingflow and newton.
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(a) fifth

(b) ACCT

Figure 9: Line Graph 3 for subject programs fifth and ACCT.
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Although SAA is not consistently better than other search methods, it
significantly outperform among the six search techniques when it is put into
the applications of larger programs. When such application of formulating
the decomposition of slices by dependent structures into search problem
is applied to industrial software engineering, the high efficiency of SAA
undoubtedly could contribute much more than others.

6 Multi-Objective Optimization

As described in former sections, I have applied the GA and other search
methods to the search-based software engineering. But the applications are
only localized on the particular fitness function, which is a combination of
the two attributes coverage and overlap mapped into a single scalar fitness
value described in Sec 2.3. I assigned a weight of 0.5 for linear combination
of coverage and overlap due to the considering of the same importance for
both. The final solutions obtained from all the algorithms are usually very
sensitive to small changes in the function coefficients and weighting factors.
In practical applications of software engineering, we might be interested in
different emphases such as only coverage or overlap, which might bring the
difficulty to determine the appropriate weights that can appropriately scale
the objectives. So, I introduce another approach, multi-objective optimiza-
tion, to optimize the two objective coverage and overlap simultaneously.

6.1 Niched Pareto Genetic Algorithm

There are a few multi-objective genetic algorithms have been researched
and put into some applications, such as Vector Evaluated GA(VEGA) [30],
Multiple Objective GA(MOGA) [31], Nondominated Sorting GA(NSGA)
[32] and Niched Pareto GA(NPGA) [33]. All these multi-objective genetic
algorithm have their own strengths and weaknesses respectively[34]. After
investigating on these algorithms, I choose NPGA as the implementation of
our experiments.

The simple GA has been introduced in Section 3.1. The only differ-
ence between the simple GA and NPGA is that NPGA proposes a tourna-
ment selection scheme based on Pareto dominance, called Pareto domination
tournaments. In order to obtain a Pareto optimal surface, the tournament
selection could provide partial order for all the objectives using multiple
attributes.

The procedure of Pareto tournament selection works in this way: Two
individuals are randomly picked from the population, a comparison set of
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individuals is also selected randomly. The number tdom of individuals in
the comparison set controls the selection pressure called domination pres-
sure[33]. Each individual will compare with every individual in the com-
parison set, if the individual is dominated by anyone in the comparison set,
then it is dominated, only if all the individuals in the comparison set are not
able to dominate the individual, it is nondominated. After both candidates
have been compared, if one candidate is nondominated and another one is
dominated, the nondominated individual will be the winner and selected to
the next generation. However, if both individuals are dominated or non-
dominated, I employ fitness sharing to choose one from the two candidates.

Fitness sharing introduced by Goldberg and Richardson in 1987 [35]
helps maintaining a population distributed along the Pareto optimal fron-
tier. Niche count mi is introduced here to degrade an individual’s objective
fitness fi and it is an estimate of how crowded is the neighborhood of indi-
vidual i. The niche countmi is calculated over all individuals in the current
population:

mi =
∑

j∈Pop

Sh[d[i, j]]

where d[i, j] is the distance between individuals i and j and Sh[d] is the
sharing function. Sh[d] is a decreasing function, such that Sh[0] = 1 and
Sh[d ≥ σshare] = 0. Here σshare is the niche radius, defined as 0.1 in
my experiment after testing a few other values. The distance function is
computed in this formula:

d[x, y] =
n∑

i=1

|xi − yi|

Here, n is the number of objectives. Once calculated the niche count for
both candidates, the candidate who has the lower niche count value will
be chosen to be the parent to propagate the next generation. Because the
fitness sharing function decides more closer neighbors the candidate has, less
opportunity has it to be chosen. Such concept succeed keeping the diversity
of the population along the Pareto front.

Below I present the pseudocode for Pareto domination tournament selec-
tion in Figure 10. ComparisonSet is an array of the tdom individuals chosen
from the current population, nichecount[] is the function of niche counting
for fitness sharing.
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Pareto dominance tournament selection
Begin

candidate 1 = random pickup();
candidate 2 = random pickup();
can 1 dominated = false;
can 2 dominated = false;
for index= 0 to tdom do

begin
if ComparisonSet[index] dominates candidate 1

then can 1 dominated = true;
if ComparisonSet[index] dominates candidate 2

then can 2 dominated = true;
end

if (can 1 dominated and ¬ can 2 dominated)
then return candidate 2;

else if (¬ can 1 dominated and can 2 dominated)
then return candidate 1;

else if(nichecount[candidate 1]>nichecount[candidate 2])
then return candidate 2;
else return candidate 1;

End

Figure 10: Pareto dominance tournament selection used in Niched Pareto
Genetic Algorithm

6.2 Multiobjective Random Search

Here I launched the multiobjective random search to provide the comparison
benchmark for NPGA. There is not any guide in the search processing, So
it would be hoped that NPGA outperform it. The multiobjective search
algorithm generates the individuals randomly, if there is an individual is not
dominated by the current Pareto frontier, then this individual is kept in the
Pareto front set. However, if the produced solutions is dominated by the
Pareto front set, then the Random search discard it and keep going to the
next step. After performed a certain number of iterations, the multiobjective
random search will produce a Pareto optimal set that would offer the baseline
below which the NPGA should not fall.
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6.3 Evaluation

In the implementation of NPGA, I still use the same calculation for coverage
and overlap described in Section 2.3. In this case, I do not need to aggregate
them into a single fitness value but keep them separately. The niche radius
σshare and dominance tournament size tdom were set 0.1 and 10 respectively.

Looking at Figure 11 one can see that the initial population generated
randomly without any evolution is distributed throughout the search space.
After 100 generations, the Niched Pareto GA has succeeded to push the
generation to the higher and righter locations, which means the population
has obtained better coverage and overlap after the evolutions of NPGA.
Furthermore, the population produced at 100 generations still maintains the
diversity corresponding to the coverage and overlap. The whole population
at generation 100 is significantly outstanding the ones at the first generation,
from which I can say the NPGA has encouraging results in terms of whole
population’s distribution.

Once compared the distributions of the whole population, I study further
into the best individuals’ distributions. The best individuals lie on the
Pareto optimal front, because other individuals who are not in the Pareto
optimal set are always dominated by Pareto front. When we look at Figure
12, we can easily find that the Pareto optimal front after 100 generations
has been improved dramatically over the initial front, which is the right
one we expected. The six dotted lines of generation 100 in Figure 12 are
apparently longer than the initial lines in both sides. This could explain the
better diversity depending on the different objectives. The dots on the lines
are more than on the initial front, from which we can see the decrease in
the number of dominated individuals and the more best individuals upon
the both objectives have been produced.

Similarly, the comparison between NPGA and multiobjective random
search can be executed in Figure 13. All the data at the dots in this figure
are nondominated individuals and collected from NPGA and random search
within 10 runs. The results show that NPGA is far outperform random
search, the Pareto front of NPGA locates in the righter and higher position
than the one of random. The charts suggest that NPGA could be used
in such area and it have been proved that NPGA is able to obtain better
distribution along the multiple attributes.
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(a) gawc (b) informationflow

(c) computingflow (d) newton

(e) fifth (f) ACCT

Figure 11: ScatterPlots of results for population of 100 in generation 0 and
100 in a single run. The results show NPGA has been successfully applied
into the search based application. From graphes, I can observe that the
locations of the 100 individuals in generation 100 are obviously higher than
in generation 0.
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(a) gawc (b) informationflow

(c) computingflow (d) newton

(e) fifth (f) ACCT

Figure 12: Dotted line graphes represent the Pareto optimal front of the 1st
generation and 100th generation of NPGA in a single run.33



(a) gawc (b) informationflow

(c) computingflow (d) newton

(e) fifth (f) ACCT

Figure 13: Dotted line graphes represent the Pareto optimal front obtained
by NPGA and random search in 10 runs.34



7 Summary of findings

It has been widely observed that search techniques are feasible to search
based software engineering and they are also able to produce unexpected
results. As discussed in Section 5.1, RSA and greedy have the worst perfor-
mances constantly in the six different sized programs, GA and SAA perform
slightly worse than HC and Systematic in smaller algorithm, but SAA is
obviously outperforming all others in the larger programs and GA is the
runner-up.

Similarly, we have expressed in Section 5.1 that SAA has the highest ef-
ficiency among the six search techniques although it performs slightly worse
than HC in smaller programs. GA works as the second best similar to its
performance. Undoubtedly, RSA has the worst efficiency, because it does
not hire any heuristic assistance or other intelligent technique.

From the observation in section 6.3, NPGA has successfully produced an
optimal Pareto front and the results are significantly better than the baseline
provider multi-objective random search. The distribution of the population
is far closer to the each objectives’ optimum. All these suggest that NPGA
can be put into the application of finding optimal solutions depending on
different objectives.

Overall, all these findings give us encouraging information that SAA is
able to find out optimal solutions in terms of performance and efficiency
when we formulate seeking the subset of slices of maximal coverage with
minimal overlap into search-based problem. NPGA also could find relatively
optimal Pareto front effectively.

8 Future Perspectives

As discussed in the previous sections, I have put our effort on formulating
dependence analysis problem as search problems using meta-heuristic search
techniques. Furthermore, some of them are able to find good solutions
in reasonable time according to the particular fitness function. Therefore,
Niched Pareto genetic algorithm is also discussed in such application and its
results have been proven much better than multiobjective random search.
All these applications and implementations based on the same definition of
fitness function linearly composed of coverage and overlap. Since they are
limited in this function, there are some further researches need to be done
if we have more time.

The fitness function is based on the interested property of slicing by the
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dependence structures. The linear aggregation of coverage and overlap with
same wight just consider that both attributes have the same importance.
Not only coverage and overlap are considered in slicing, but there are other
aspects such as slices of least dependence and slicing the particular program
points, are also applied. In software engineering, there are a variety of slicing
methods depending on different criteria[1], so more fitness functions in terms
of different interests could be introduced.

The computation of overlap in Section 2.3 is only one realization of com-
puting the intersect. Overlap was computed by the average values evaluated
from the pairwise comparison, this compromised scheme might recessively
decrease the weight of overlap in the fitness function. Evaluating the overlap
between the extracted slices is not an easy job, so defining an appropriate
method to evaluate the intersect is an attractive aspect for future research.

NPGA has produced a good Pareto front, since I worked it out as a
multiobjective problem. But I compared the results with a random search
algorithm only. Furthermore, the results are only the Pareto fronts collected
in ten runs. Hence, there are more works need to be done in multiple
objective approach. First, other multiobjective GAs can be introduced to
this application and provide a substantial comparison. How should the
tradeoff surface produced by sets of runs by different GAs be compared
in a meaningful and preferably,statistically sound way? How many and
what aspects of comparison could help comparing these multiobjective GAs?
These questions need yet to be answered.

9 Conclusion

This report has attempted to introduce an idea of using search-based ap-
proach to locate dependence structures. Under the framework of Search
Based Software Engineering, Genetic Algorithm, Hill Climbing, Simulated
Annealing, Random Search Algorithm, Greedy Algorithm and Systematic
Search Algorithm, six different algorithms are used to extract subset of slices
based upon particular slicing criterion. Niched Pareto Genetic Algorithm
was also been applied to this application.

The paper presented results from an instantiation of this framework of
search based slicing. To demonstrate the feasibility of SBSE in decompo-
sition of slices, experiments data from six subject programs were used to
compare the performance and efficiency between the these algorithms.

The results show that these algorithms are able to produce relatively
consistent results and the Simulated Annealing Algorithm outperforms its
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rivals. The results from multi-objective Genetic Algorithm also proved that
NPGA works much better than random search and it is able to produce
different optimum or tradeoff frontier responding to different objectives. The
results are encouraging, because they have proven that it is feasible to apply
the search based techniques to decompose slices upon the system dependence
criteria and SAA performs better than others and is also more efficient.
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Appendix  
1. Genetic Algorithm 

[Genetic.h]  [GAFunction.h]  [GA.cpp] 

2. Random Search Algorithm 
[Genetic.h]  [Random.h]  [Random.cpp] 

3. Hill Climbing Algorithm 
[Genetic.h]  [Hill.h]  [HC.cpp] 

4. Simulated Annealing Algorithm 
[Genetic.h]  [SA.h]  [SA.cpp] 

5. Greedy Algorithm 
[Genetic.h]  [Greedy.h]  [Greedy.cpp] 

6. Systematic Algorithm 
[Genetic.h]  [Systematic.h]  [Systematic.cpp] 
All the three files are as the same as Greedy except the RunGeneration() in Systematic.h. 

7. Niched Pareto Genetic Algorithm 
[GeneticMO.h]  [NPGA.h]  [multiobjectiveGA.cpp] 

8. Multi-objective Random Search Algorithm 
[GeneticMO.h]  [MORandom.h]  [MORandom.cpp] 

 

[Genetic.h] 

//This header file defines structure of individual and class genetic with 
// all member variables and member functions. 
#define MAX_LENGTH          1600    //Max length of chromosome 
#define POPULATION_SIZE     200    //max individual of population£» 
#include <vector> 
#include <string> 
#include <fstream> 
struct Individual                     //individual 
{   short  chrom[MAX_LENGTH];   //each short denote a gene in chromosome 
    double Fitness;                  //  fitness 
}; 
class CC                           //used to store the slices; 
{  public: vector<unsigned> Cvec; 
          CC(){ }; 



}; 
class Genetic 
{private: 
 double Pmutation;         //probability of mutation 
 double Pcross;            //probability of crossover 
    int    Popsize;           //size of population 
    int    columnNo;         // number of program point from the original subject program; 
    int rowNo;                // number of slices from original program; 
    int CvecSize;              // number of selected slices; 
    vector<CC> v;            // v used to load the original program; 
public: 
 Individual  Population[POPULATION_SIZE];     // current population 
    Individual  Temp[POPULATION_SIZE];         // temp population 
    Individual  BestIndividual;                     //current best individual 
    double     SumFitness ;                      //sum of all individuals' fitness 
 double     AverageFitness[100];               //store the sum of best individual 
                                               //in ten runs for every generation; 
    double      Best;                            //temporary variable; 
private:     
    bool test(double possibility);                     //random probability 
    int select();                                   //select function; 
    int randxy(int x, int y);                         //produce random number btwn x and y 
    void swap(Individual& a, Individual& b);          //swap a and b by reference 
    void mutation(Individual &pIndividual);           //mutate one individual 
    void cross(Individual pParent1,Individual pParent2,Individual &pChild1, Individual 

&pChild2);                       //crossover 
public: 
 Genetic();                                 //constructor 
 ~Genetic();                                //destructor 
    void GetFile();                              //load subject file into vector v; 
    int  bitCount(unsigned int n);                 //count the bit "1" of an unsigned integer; 
    void CalFitness(Individual &pIndividual );       // compute the fitness of a individual 
    void SetMutation(double mutation);             //set the probability of mutation; 
 void SetCross(double cross);                   //set the probablity of crossover; 
    void SetPopsize(int gen);              //set the number of individuals in the population; 
  void init();                          //initial the population; 
 void statistic(Individual *pIndividual);   //calculate all the individuals and sort them 
                                      //by fitness in descending order 
    void RunGeneration();                // run the genetic algorithm; 

void OutPut(Individual pIndividual);     //output the binary; 
void SteepestNext(Individual pIndividual); //SAHC 

}; 

[GAFunction.h] 



//This header file implements all the functions defined in the header file Genetic.h. 
 
#include "Genetic.h" 
#include <string> 
#include <fstream> 
Genetic::Genetic(){}            //Constructor 
Genetic::~Genetic(){}           //Destructor 
void Genetic::init()              //Initialize the population 
{ int j, j1; 
 for(j = 0; j<Popsize; j++) 
    {for(j1 = 0; j1 <=v.size(); j1++) 
     {if(test(0.5)) 
         {Population[j].chrom[j1]=1;} 
      else{Population[j].chrom[j1]=0;} 
      } 
    } 

} 
void Genetic::SetMutation(double mutation) 
{  Pmutation=mutation;} 
 
void Genetic::SetCross(double cross) 
{    Pcross=cross;} 
void  Genetic::SetPopsize(int gen) 
{    Popsize=gen;} 
// Random number generator 
int Genetic::randxy(int x, int y) 
{   return (x+(rand()%(y-x))); } 
bool Genetic::test(double possibility) 
{ double p; 
  p=(rand()%10000)/10000.0; 
  if(p<=possibility)    return (true); 
  else  return (false); 
} 
//Load the subject program into Vector v, the size of V denotes the number of slices 
//Every element in v denotes the slice, the binary string is compressed in unsigned 
//data type for every 32 bits and number of unsigned is stored in the class CC c. 
void Genetic::GetFile() 
{// ifstream in("E:/Project/TestFile/gawc.txt");    
 //ifstream in("E:/Project/TestFile/backwardhello.txt");   
  ifstream in("E:/Project/TestFile/backwardinformation.txt"); 
 //ifstream in("E:/Project/TestFile/backwardcomputing.txt"); 
 // ifstream in("E:/Project/TestFile/backfordfifth.txt"); 
 //ifstream in("E:/Project/TestFile/backforwardnewton.txt"); 
 //ifstream in("E:/Project/TestFile/gamACCT.txt"); 



  string s; 
  CC c; 
  vector<CC> p; 
  unsigned num=0,ltemp,temp=1,two=2; 
  rowNo=0; 
  int stop=0,index=0; 
  while(getline(in, s))         // Discards newline char 
  { columnNo=0; 
    CvecSize=0; 
    for(int i=0; i<s.length(); i++ ) 
     { if(s[i]=='0'||s[i]=='1') 
        { num<<=1; 
          unsigned x=(unsigned)(s[i]-48); 
          num=num|x; 
          index++; 
          columnNo++; } 
       if((i==s.length()-1)&&index!=(8*sizeof(unsigned))) 
        {num=num<<((8*sizeof(unsigned))-index); 
         index=(8*sizeof(unsigned)); } 
       if(index==(8*sizeof(unsigned))) 
        { c.Cvec.push_back(num); 
         num=0; 
         index=0; 
         CvecSize++; } 
      } 
    index=0; 
    v.push_back(c); 
    c.Cvec.clear(); 
    rowNo++; 
    num=0; 
   } 
 cout<<rowNo<<endl; 
 cout<<columnNo<<endl; 
 cout<<CvecSize<<endl;  //number of unsigned integer to represent the binary string; 
} 
//Function counting how many "1" bit in the binary string; 
int Genetic::bitCount(unsigned int n) 
{// This is for 32 bit numbers. 
register unsigned int tmp; 
tmp = n - ((n >> 1) & 033333333333) - ((n >> 2) & 011111111111); 
return ((tmp + (tmp >> 3)) & 030707070707) % 63; 
} 
void Genetic::CalFitness(Individual &pIndividual) 
{   CC c; 



    vector<CC> vec;     //vec is used to store the selected slicing sets 
                       //when the corresponding bit is "1", then the slicing is selected. 
    for(int i=0;i<rowNo;i++) 
    { if(pIndividual.chrom[i]==1) 
          { c=v[i]; 
            vec.push_back(c); 
            c.Cvec.clear(); 
           } 
     } 
    /*Coverage------------------------------------------*/ 
   int sum=0; 
   unsigned temp=0; 
   double a=0.0,b=0.0; 
   for(int i=0;i<CvecSize;i++) 
    { for(int j=0;j<vec.size();j++) 
      temp=temp|((vec[j]).Cvec[i]); 

    sum+=bitCount(temp); 
      mp=0; 
     } 
    a=double(sum)/double(columnNo); 
  /*  Intersection-----------------------------------*/ 
 sum=0; 
 int v1=0,v2=0; 
 double d=0.0; 
 int SUM_COMPARE=0; 
 if(vec.size()>1) 
  {for(int i=0;i<vec.size()-1;i++) 
    for(int j=i+1;j<vec.size();j++) 
     {sum=0; 
      v1=0;v2=0; 
      for(int k=0;k<CvecSize;k++) 
      {temp=(vec[i]).Cvec[k]&(vec[j]).Cvec[k]; 
       sum+=bitCount(temp); 
       v1+=bitCount(vec[i].Cvec[k]); 
       v2+=bitCount(vec[j].Cvec[k]); 
       } 
      v1=v1>v2?v1:v2; 
      if(sum>0) 
      {d+=double(sum)/double(v1); } 
     } 
   // Fitness linearly composed of coverage and overlap by 0.5 weights for both. 
   pIndividual.Fitness=a*50+(1-d/double(vec.size()*(vec.size()-1)/2))*50; 
  } 
 else pIndividual.Fitness=a*100; 



} 
// Roulette wheel selection; 
int  Genetic::select() 
{   srand(rand(1,100000)); 
    float sum,rand1; 
    int i=0; 
    rand1=(rand()%10000)/10000.0; 
    sum = 0.0; 
    if(SumFitness!=0) 
    { for(i = 0; (sum < rand1) && (i < Popsize); i++) 
            sum += Population[i].Fitness/SumFitness; 
    } 
    else i = randxy(1,Popsize); 
    return (i-1); 
} 
void Genetic::swap(Individual& a, Individual& b) 
{Individual temp; 
 temp=a; a=b; b=temp; 
 return; 
} 
void Genetic::statistic(Individual *pIndividual) 
{   // computer every individual's fitness value 
    SumFitness=0.0;  
    for(int k=0;k<Popsize;k++) 
 { CalFitness(pIndividual[k]); 
     SumFitness=SumFitness+pIndividual[k].Fitness; 
  }           

 //sort the population by ascending order of the fitness value; 
    Individual temp; 
    for(int i=0;i<Popsize-1;i++) 
 {for(int j=i+1;j<Popsize;j++) 
  {if(pIndividual[i].Fitness<pIndividual[j].Fitness) 
               { swap(pIndividual[i],pIndividual[j]);   } 
   } 
  } 
  for(int i=0;i<rowNo;i++) 
  BestIndividual.chrom[i]=pIndividual[0].chrom[i]; 
  BestIndividual.Fitness=pIndividual[0].Fitness; 
  } 
void Genetic::mutation(Individual &pIndividual)   /*Mutation operation*/ 
{   for(int j=0;j<rowNo;j++) 
    {  if(test(Pmutation)) 
          if(pIndividual.chrom[j]==1) 
            pIndividual.chrom[j]=0; 



          else pIndividual.chrom[j]=1; 
    } 
} 
void Genetic::cross(Individual pParent1, Individual pParent2,Individual &pChild1,Individual 
&pChild2) 
/* Two parents selcted and produce two children*/ 
{ if(test(Pcross)) 
    {  int jcross =randxy(1 ,(rowNo-1));/* Cross between 1 and l-1 */ 
       for(int i=0;i<jcross;i++) 
        {pChild1.chrom[i]=pParent1.chrom[i]; 
         pChild2.chrom[i]=pParent2.chrom[i]; 
        } 
       for(int i=jcross;i<rowNo;i++) 
        {pChild1.chrom[i]=pParent2.chrom[i]; 
         pChild2.chrom[i]=pParent1.chrom[i]; 
        } 
    } 
    else 
    { for(int k = 0; k <rowNo; k++) 
     { pChild1.chrom[k]=pParent1.chrom[k]; 
       pChild2.chrom[k]=pParent2.chrom[k]; 
     } 
    } 
} 
/* Run the generation for the population */ 
void Genetic::RunGeneration() 
{  init();     //initialize 
   statistic(Population); 
   AverageFitness[0]+=Population[0].Fitness; 
   for(int i=1;i<100;i++) 
   { int r1=0,r2=0; 
     for(int x=0;x<Popsize-2;x=x+2) 
  {  r1=select(); 
        r2=select(); 
        cross(Population[r1],Population[r2],Temp[x],Temp[x+1]); 
      } 
    //reserve the best two individuals. 
    for(int k=0;k<rowNo;k++) 
    {Temp[Popsize-1].chrom[k]=Population[0].chrom[k]; 
     Temp[Popsize-2].chrom[k]=Population[1].chrom[k]; 
    } 
   //statistic includes calculate fitness and descending sorting 
   statistic(Temp); 
   //mutate the pop except the best one. 



   for(int k=1;k<Popsize;k++) 
     mutation(Temp[k]); 
   //copy to the next generation 
   for(int j=0;j<Popsize;j++) 
 {for(int k=0;k<rowNo;k++) 
   Population[j].chrom[k]=Temp[j].chrom[k]; 
    } 
   statistic(Population); 
   cout<<BestIndividual.Fitness<<endl; 
   AverageFitness[i]+=BestIndividual.Fitness; 
  } 
} 
void Genetic::OutPut(Individual pIndividual) 
{   for(int j=0; j<rowNo;j++) 
          if(pIndividual.chrom[j]==1)    cout<<"1"; 
          else   cout<<"0"; 
       cout<<endl; 
 } 
 

[GA.cpp] 
//main program to run the generation; 
#include <fstream> 
#include "GAFunction.h" 
using namespace std; 
int main() 
{ //GAinfoRun.txt save the fitness of best individual in 10 runs  
  // for test program information.txt and GAinfoAverage.txt save the total fitness in 10 runs; 
  ofstream tenRun("C:/GA/GA/info/GAinfoRun.txt"); 
  ofstream average("C:/GA/GA/info/GAinfoAverage.txt"); 
  Genetic gen; 
  for(int i=0;i<100;i++) 
  gen.AverageFitness[i]=0.0; 
  gen.SetPopsize(100);    //set population size 100 
  gen.SetCross(0.6);      //set crossover probability of 0.6 
  gen.SetMutation(0.01);  //set mutation probability of 0.01 
  gen.GetFile();          //load the subject file 

for(int r=0;r<10;r++) 
  { gen.RunGeneration(); 
   tenRun<<gen.BestIndividual.Fitness<<endl;; 
   cout<<gen.BestIndividual.Fitness<<"  "; 
   gen.OutPut(gen.BestIndividual);  } 
  // get average fitness value from ten times 
  for(int i=0;i<100;i++) 



   average<<double(gen.AverageFitness[i])/double(10)<<endl; 
  average.close(); 
  tenRun.close(); 
  return 0; 
  } 

[Random.h ] 
#include "Genetic.h" 
#include <string> 
Genetic::Genetic()   {} 
Genetic::~Genetic()  {} 
void Genetic::init() 
{ int j, j1; 
 for(j = 0; j<Popsize; j++) 
    {for(j1 = 0; j1 <=v.size(); j1++) 
        if(test(0.5)) 
         { Population[j].chrom[j1]=1; } 
         else 
          {Population[j].chrom[j1]=0; } 
    } 
} 
void  Genetic::SetPopsize(int gen) 
{     Popsize=gen;   } 
int Genetic::randxy(int x, int y) 
{    return (x+(rand()%(y-x)));   } 
bool Genetic::test(double possibility) 
{ double p; 
  p=(rand()%10000)/10000.0; 
  if(p<=possibility)  return (true); 
  else   return (false); 
} 
void Genetic::GetFile() 
{ //ifstream in("E:/Project/TestFile/gawc.txt");    //done 
 //ifstream in("E:/Project/TestFile/backwardhello.txt");  //done 
 //ifstream in("E:/Project/TestFile/backwardinformation.txt"); 
 ifstream in("E:/Project/TestFile/backwardcomputing.txt"); 
 //ifstream in("J:/TestFile/backforwardnewton.txt"); 
 //ifstream in("E:/Project/TestFile/gamACCT.txt"); 
  string s; 
  CC c; 
  vector<CC> p; 
  unsigned num=0,ltemp,temp=1,two=2; 
  rowNo=0; 
  int stop=0,index=0; 



  while(getline(in, s)) // Discards newline char 
  {  columnNo=0; 
    CvecSize=0; 
    for(int i=0; i<s.length(); i++ ) 
     { if(s[i]=='0'||s[i]=='1') 
        { num<<=1; 
          unsigned x=(unsigned)(s[i]-48); 
          num=num|x; 
          index++; 
          columnNo++; 
         } 
       if((i==s.length()-1)&&index!=(8*sizeof(unsigned))) 
        {num=num<<((8*sizeof(unsigned))-index); 
         index=(8*sizeof(unsigned));        } 
       if(index==(8*sizeof(unsigned))) 
        {c.Cvec.push_back(num); 
         num=0; 
         index=0; 
         CvecSize++;    } 
      } 
    index=0; 
    v.push_back(c); 
    c.Cvec.clear(); 
    rowNo++; 
    num=0; 
   } 
 cout<<rowNo<<endl; 
 cout<<columnNo<<endl; 
 cout<<CvecSize<<endl; 
} 
int Genetic::bitCount(unsigned int n) 
{// This is for 32 bit numbers. 
register unsigned int tmp; 
tmp = n - ((n >> 1) & 033333333333) - ((n >> 2) & 011111111111); 
return ((tmp + (tmp >> 3)) & 030707070707) % 63; 
 } 
void Genetic::CalFitness(Individual &pIndividual) 
{   CC c; 
    vector<CC> vec;      //vec is used to store the selected slicing sets 
                         //when the corresponding bit is "1", then the slicing is selected. 
    for(int i=0;i<rowNo;i++) 
    { if(pIndividual.chrom[i]==1) 
          { c=v[i]; 
            vec.push_back(c); 



            c.Cvec.clear(); 
           } 
     } 
    /*Coverage------------------------------------------*/ 
   int sum=0; 
   unsigned temp=0; 
   double a=0.0; 
   for(int i=0;i<CvecSize;i++) 
    {for(int j=0;j<vec.size();j++) 
      temp=temp|((vec[j]).Cvec[i]); 
      sum+=bitCount(temp); 
      temp=0; 
    } 
    a=double(sum)/double(columnNo); 
    //cout<<a<<endl; 
  /*  Intersection-----------------------------------*/ 
   sum=0; 
   double sum1=0; 
    for(int i=0;i<vec.size();i++) 
    for(int j=i+1;j<vec.size();j++) 
     for(int k=0;k<CvecSize;k++) 
     {temp=(vec[i]).Cvec[k]&(vec[j]).Cvec[k]; 
      sum+=bitCount(temp); 
      } 
  a-=double(sum)/double(((vec.size()*(vec.size()-1)/2)*columnNo)); 
  pIndividual.Fitness=a*100; 
} 
void Genetic::swap(Individual& a, Individual& b) 
{Individual temp; 
 temp=a; a=b; b=temp; 
 return;} 
void Genetic::statistic(Individual *pIndividual) 
{   SumFitness=0.0; 
    for(int k=0;k<Popsize;k++) 
 {CalFitness(pIndividual[k]); 
     SumFitness=SumFitness+pIndividual[k].Fitness; 
  } 
    Individual temp; 
    for(int i=0;i<Popsize;i++) 
 {for(int j=i+1;j<Popsize;j++) 
  {if(pIndividual[i].Fitness<pIndividual[j].Fitness) 
               { swap(pIndividual[i],pIndividual[j]);  } 
   } 
  } 



  for(int i=0;i<rowNo;i++) 
  BestIndividual.chrom[i]=pIndividual[0].chrom[i]; 
  BestIndividual.Fitness=pIndividual[0].Fitness; 
  } 
void Genetic::RunGeneration() 
{  Best=0.0; 
   for(int i=0;i<100;i++) 
   { init(); 
    statistic(Population); 
    if (Best<Population[0].Fitness) 
    {for(int i=0;i<rowNo;i++) 
     BestIndividual.chrom[i]=Population[0].chrom[i]; 
     BestIndividual.Fitness=Population[0].Fitness; 
     Best=Population[0].Fitness; 
     cout<<Best<<endl;    } 
    else    cout<<Best<<endl; 
    AverageFitness[i]=AverageFitness[i]+Best; 
   } 
} 

[Random.cpp] 
#include <fstream> 
#include  "Random.h" 
using namespace std; 
int main() 
{ ofstream tenRun("C:/GA/Random/comp/RDcompRun.txt"); 
  ofstream average("C:/GA/Random/comp/RDcompAverage.txt"); 
  Genetic gen; 
  for(int i=0;i<100;i++) 
  gen.AverageFitness[i]=0.0; 
  gen.SetPopsize(100); 
  gen.GetFile(); 
 for(int r=0;r<10;r++) 
  {gen.RunGeneration(); 
   cout<< gen.Best<<"  "; 
   gen.OutPut(gen.BestIndividual); 
   tenRun<<gen.Best<<endl; 
    } 
  // get average fitness value from ten times 
  for(int i=0;i<100;i++) 
    average<<double(gen.AverageFitness[i])/double(10)<<endl; 
  average.close(); 
  tenRun.close(); 
  return 0; 



  } 

[Hill.h] 
#include "Genetic.h" 
#include <fstream> 
Genetic::Genetic() {} 
Genetic::~Genetic(){} 
void Genetic::init() 
{  int j1; 
   for(j1 = 0; j1 <=v.size(); j1++) 
    {if(test(0.5)) 
        {Population.chrom[j1]=1;  } 
     else   {Population.chrom[j1]=0;  } 
    } 
} 
bool Genetic::test(double possibility) 
{ double p; 
  p=(rand()%10000)/10000.0; 
  if(p<=possibility)   return (true); 
  else     return (false); 
} 
void Genetic::GetFile() 
{ ifstream in("E:/Project/TestFile/gawc.txt"); 
 //ifstream in("E:/Project/TestFile/backwardhello.txt"); 
 //ifstream in("E:/Project/TestFile/backwardinformation.txt"); 
 //ifstream in("E:/Project/TestFile/backwardcomputing.txt"); 
 // ifstream in("E:/Project/TestFile/backfordfifth.txt"); 
 // ifstream in("E:/Project/TestFile/backforwardnewton.txt"); 
 //ifstream in("E:/Project/TestFile/gamACCT.txt"); 
  string s; 
  CC c; 
  vector<CC> p; 
  unsigned num=0,ltemp,temp=1,two=2; 
  rowNo=0; 
  int stop=0,index=0; 
  while(getline(in, s)) // Discards newline char 
  { columnNo=0; 
    CvecSize=0; 
    for(int i=0; i<s.length(); i++ ) 
     { if(s[i]=='0'||s[i]=='1') 
        { num<<=1; 
          unsigned x=(unsigned)(s[i]-48); 
          num=num|x; 
          index++; 



          columnNo++; 
         } 
       if((i==s.length()-1)&&index!=(8*sizeof(unsigned))) 
        {num=num<<((8*sizeof(unsigned))-index); 
         index=(8*sizeof(unsigned)); 
        } 
       if(index==(8*sizeof(unsigned))) 
        {c.Cvec.push_back(num); 
         num=0; 
         index=0; 
         CvecSize++; 
        } 
      } 
    index=0; 
    v.push_back(c); 
    c.Cvec.clear(); 
    rowNo++; 
    num=0; 
   } 
 cout<<rowNo<<endl; 
 cout<<columnNo<<endl; 
 cout<<CvecSize<<endl; 
} 
int Genetic::bitCount(unsigned int n) 
{  // This is for 32 bit numbers. 
register unsigned int tmp; 
tmp = n - ((n >> 1) & 033333333333) - ((n >> 2) & 011111111111); 
return ((tmp + (tmp >> 3)) & 030707070707) % 63; 
} 
void Genetic::CalFitness(Individual &pIndividual) 
{   CC c; 
    vector<CC> vec;      //vec is used to store the selected slicing sets 
                         //when the corresponding bit is "1", then the slicing is selected. 
    for(int i=0;i<rowNo;i++) 
    { if(pIndividual.chrom[i]==1) 
          { c=v[i]; 
            vec.push_back(c); 
            c.Cvec.clear(); 
           } 
     } 
    /*Coverage------------------------------------------*/ 
   int sum=0; 
   unsigned temp=0; 
   double a=0.0,b=0.0; 



   for(int i=0;i<CvecSize;i++) 
    { 
     for(int j=0;j<vec.size();j++) 
      temp=temp|((vec[j]).Cvec[i]); 
    sum+=bitCount(temp); 
    temp=0; 
    } 
    a=double(sum)/double(columnNo); 
    sum=0; 
    int v1=0,v2=0; 
    double d=0.0; 
    int SUM_COMPARE=0; 
    if(vec.size()>1) 
    {for(int i=0;i<vec.size()-1;i++) 
     for(int j=i+1;j<vec.size();j++) 
     {sum=0; 
      v1=0;v2=0; 
      for(int k=0;k<CvecSize;k++) 
      {temp=(vec[i]).Cvec[k]&(vec[j]).Cvec[k]; 
       sum+=bitCount(temp); 
       v1+=bitCount(vec[i].Cvec[k]); 
       v2+=bitCount(vec[j].Cvec[k]); 
       } 
      v1=v1>v2?v1:v2; 
      if(sum>0) 
      {d+=double(sum)/double(v1); 
      SUM_COMPARE++;            } 
      } 
   } 
   pIndividual.Fitness=a*50+(1-d/double(vec.size()*(vec.size()-1)/2))*50; 
} 
void Genetic::swap(Individual& a, Individual& b) 
{Individual temp; 
 temp=a; a=b; b=temp; 
 return; 
} 
void Genetic::statistic(Individual *pIndividual) 
{   SumFitness=0.0; 
    for(int k=0;k<rowNo;k++) 
 {CalFitness(pIndividual[k]); 
     SumFitness=SumFitness+pIndividual[k].Fitness; 
  } 
    Individual temp; 
    for(int i=0;i<rowNo-1;i++) 



 {for(int j=i+1;j<rowNo;j++) 
  { if(pIndividual[i].Fitness<pIndividual[j].Fitness) 
               { swap(pIndividual[i],pIndividual[j]);   } 
   } 
  } 
  } 
void Genetic::mutation(Individual &pIndividual) 
{ for(int j=0;j<rowNo;j++) 
    {  if(test(Pmutation)) 
          if(pIndividual.chrom[j]==1) 
            pIndividual.chrom[j]=0; 
          else pIndividual.chrom[j]=1; 
    } 
} 
void Genetic::SteepestNext(Individual pIndividual) 
{ //generate neighbor from left to right by mutate very bit. 
   for(int i=0;i<rowNo;i++) 
    { for(int j=0;j<rowNo;j++) 
       if(j==i) 
       {if(pIndividual.chrom[j]==0) 
        Temp[i].chrom[j]=1; 
        else Temp[i].chrom[j]=0; 
        } 
       else 
       Temp[i].chrom[j]=pIndividual.chrom[j]; 
     } 
  } 
void Genetic::RunGeneration() 
{  init(); 
   CalFitness(Population); 
   int i=0; 
   cout<<i<<"  "<<Population.Fitness<<endl; 
   for(int j=0;j<rowNo;j++) 
   BestIndividual.chrom[j]=Population.chrom[j]; 
   BestIndividual.Fitness=Population.Fitness; 
   Best=BestIndividual.Fitness; 
   AverageFitness[i]+=BestIndividual.Fitness; 
   while(i<20000) 
   {SteepestNext(Population); 
    statistic(Temp); 
    i=i+v.size(); 
    while(Best<Temp[0].Fitness) 
    { Best=Temp[0].Fitness; 
      if(Best>BestIndividual.Fitness) 



      { 
      for(int k=0;k<rowNo;k++) 
      BestIndividual.chrom[k]=Temp[0].chrom[k]; 
      BestIndividual.Fitness=Temp[0].Fitness; 
      cout<<i<<"  "<<BestIndividual.Fitness<<endl; 
      AverageFitness[i]+=BestIndividual.Fitness; 
      } 
      else 
      {cout<<i<<"  "<<BestIndividual.Fitness<<endl; 
       AverageFitness[i]+=BestIndividual.Fitness; 
       } 
      for(int s=0;s<rowNo;s++) 
      Population.chrom[s]=Temp[0].chrom[s]; 
      Population.Fitness=Temp[0].Fitness; 
      SteepestNext(Population); 
      statistic(Temp); 
      i=i+v.size(); 
      if(i>20000) break; 
     } 
     cout<<i<<"  "<<BestIndividual.Fitness<<endl; 
     AverageFitness[i]+=BestIndividual.Fitness; 
     init(); 
     Best=0.0; 
   } 
   cout<<"Best="<<BestIndividual.Fitness<<endl; 
  } 

[HC.cpp] 
#include <fstream> 
#include  "Hill.h" 
using namespace std; 
int main() 
{  ofstream tenRun("C:/GA/HC/gawc/HCgawcRun.txt"); 
  ofstream average("C:/GA/HC/gawc/HCgawcAverage.txt"); 
  Genetic gen; 
  double MaxBest; 
  gen.GetFile(); 
 for(int r=0;r<10;r++) 
  { 
   gen.RunGeneration(); 
   tenRun<<gen.BestIndividual.Fitness<<"   "; 
   for(int i=0;i<gen.rowNo;i++) 
   tenRun<<gen.BestIndividual.chrom[i]; 
   tenRun<<endl; 



  } 
  for(int i=0;i<20000;i++) 
   if(i%gen.rowNo==0) 
   average<<i<<"  "<<gen.AverageFitness[i]/double(10)<<endl; 
  tenRun.close(); 
  average.close(); 
  return 0; 
  } 

[SA.h] 
#include "Genetic.h" 
Genetic::Genetic()  { } 
Genetic::~Genetic() { } 
void Genetic::init() 
{ 
 int j1; 
 for(j1 = 0; j1 <=v.size(); j1++) 
   {if(test(0.5)) 
       {Population.chrom[j1]=1;   } 
    else 
       {Population.chrom[j1]=0;   } 
     } 
} 
int Genetic::randxy(int x, int y) 
{   return (x+(rand()%(y-x)));  } 
bool Genetic::test(double possibility) 
{ double p; 
  p=(rand()%10000)/10000.0; 
  if(p<=possibility)    return (true); 
  else           return (false); 
} 
void Genetic::GetFile() 
{ ifstream in("E:/Project/TestFile/gawc.txt"); 
 //ifstream in("E:/Project/TestFile/backwardhello.txt"); 
 //ifstream in("E:/Project/TestFile/backwardinformation.txt"); 
 //ifstream in("E:/Project/TestFile/backwardcomputing.txt"); 
 // ifstream in("E:/Project/TestFile/backfordfifth.txt"); 
 // ifstream in("E:/Project/TestFile/backforwardnewton.txt"); 
 //ifstream in("E:/Project/TestFile/gamACCT.txt"); 
  string s; 
  CC c; 
  vector<CC> p; 
  unsigned num=0,ltemp,temp=1,two=2; 
  rowNo=0; 



  int stop=0,index=0; 
  while(getline(in, s)) // Discards newline char 
  {  columnNo=0; 
    CvecSize=0; 
    for(int i=0; i<s.length(); i++ ) 
     { if(s[i]=='0'||s[i]=='1') 
        { num<<=1; 
          unsigned x=(unsigned)(s[i]-48); 
          num=num|x; 
          index++; 
          columnNo++; 
         } 
       if((i==s.length()-1)&&index!=(8*sizeof(unsigned))) 
        {num=num<<((8*sizeof(unsigned))-index); 
         index=(8*sizeof(unsigned)); 
        } 
       if(index==(8*sizeof(unsigned))) 
        {c.Cvec.push_back(num); 
         num=0; 
         index=0; 
         CvecSize++; 
        } 
      } 
    index=0; 
    v.push_back(c); 
    c.Cvec.clear(); 
    rowNo++; 
    num=0; 
   } 
 cout<<rowNo<<endl; 
 cout<<columnNo<<endl; 
 cout<<CvecSize<<endl; 
} 
int Genetic::bitCount(unsigned int n) 
{   // This is for 32 bit numbers. 
register unsigned int tmp; 
tmp = n - ((n >> 1) & 033333333333) - ((n >> 2) & 011111111111); 
return ((tmp + (tmp >> 3)) & 030707070707) % 63; 
} 
void Genetic::CalFitness(Individual &pIndividual) 
{   CC c; 
    vector<CC> vec;      //vec is used to store the selected slicing sets 
                         //when the corresponding bit is "1", then the slicing is selected. 
    for(int i=0;i<rowNo;i++) 



    { if(pIndividual.chrom[i]==1) 
          { c=v[i]; 
            vec.push_back(c); 
            c.Cvec.clear(); 
           } 
     } 
    /*Coverage------------------------------------------*/ 
   int sum=0; 
   unsigned temp=0; 
   double a=0.0,b=0.0; 
   for(int i=0;i<CvecSize;i++) 
    {for(int j=0;j<vec.size();j++) 
      temp=temp|((vec[j]).Cvec[i]); 
    sum+=bitCount(temp); 
    temp=0; 
    } 
    a=double(sum)/double(columnNo); 
    sum=0; 
   int v1=0,v2=0; 
   double d=0.0; 
  int SUM_COMPARE=0; 
 if(vec.size()>1) 
  {for(int i=0;i<vec.size()-1;i++) 
    for(int j=i+1;j<vec.size();j++) 
     {sum=0; 
      v1=0;v2=0; 
      for(int k=0;k<CvecSize;k++) 
      {temp=(vec[i]).Cvec[k]&(vec[j]).Cvec[k]; 
       sum+=bitCount(temp); 
       v1+=bitCount(vec[i].Cvec[k]); 
       v2+=bitCount(vec[j].Cvec[k]); 
       } 
      v1=v1>v2?v1:v2; 
      if(sum>0) 
      {d+=double(sum)/double(v1); 
      SUM_COMPARE++; 
        } 
      } 
    } 
    pIndividual.Fitness=a*50+(1-d/double(vec.size()*(vec.size()-1)/2))*50; 
 } 
void Genetic::statistic(Individual *pIndividual) 
{   SumFitness=0.0; 
    for(int k=0;k<rowNo;k++) 



 {CalFitness(pIndividual[k]); 
      SumFitness=SumFitness+pIndividual[k].Fitness; 
  } 
    Individual temp; 
    for(int i=0;i<rowNo-1;i++) 
 {for(int j=i+1;j<rowNo;j++) 
  {if(pIndividual[i].Fitness<pIndividual[j].Fitness) 
               { temp=pIndividual[j]; 
                 pIndividual[j]=pIndividual[i]; 
                 pIndividual[i]=temp; 
               } 
   } 
  } 
  } 
void Genetic::mutation(Individual &pIndividual) 
{  for(int j=0;j<rowNo;j++) 
    {  if(test(Pmutation)) 
          if(pIndividual.chrom[j]==1) 
            pIndividual.chrom[j]=0; 
          else pIndividual.chrom[j]=1; 
    } 
} 
void Genetic::SteepestNext(Individual pIndividual) 
{    //generate neighbor from left to right by mutate very bit. 
   for(int i=0;i<rowNo;i++) 
    { for(int j=0;j<rowNo;j++) 
       if(j==i) 
       {if(pIndividual.chrom[j]==0) 
        Temp[i].chrom[j]=1; 
        else Temp[i].chrom[j]=0; 
        } 
       else 
       Temp[i].chrom[j]=pIndividual.chrom[j]; 
     } 
  } 
void Genetic::RunGeneration() 
{ init(); 
  CalFitness(Population); 
  for(int k=0;k<rowNo;k++) 
      BestIndividual.chrom[k]=Population.chrom[k]; 
   BestIndividual.Fitness=Population.Fitness; 
   cout<<BestIndividual.Fitness<<endl; 
   AverageFitness[0]+=BestIndividual.Fitness; 
   int i=1; 



   double Ti=1.0;               //initial temperature; 
   double T=Ti;                //current temperature; 
   int LoopNumber=20000;       //Evaluation time equals to the Evaluation of GA 
                               //which needs 100 individual * 100 generation. 
   while(i<LoopNumber) 
   { 
    double deltaFitness=0.0; 
   // Method£±£ºFind the best neighbor of current solution 
   // SteepestNext(&Population); 
   // statistic(Temp); 
   // deltaFitness=Temp[0].Fitness-BestIndividual.Fitness; 
   //Method2:  randomly mutate the current solution 
    mutation(Population); 
    CalFitness(Population); 
    i++; 
   //Method3: Randomly generate new solution; 
   // init(); 
   //statistic(Population); 
   //deltaFitness=Population[0].Fitness-BestIndividual.Fitness; 
    deltaFitness=Population.Fitness-BestIndividual.Fitness; 
    if(deltaFitness>0) 
    {for(int k=0;k<rowNo;k++) 
        BestIndividual.chrom[k]=Population.chrom[k]; 
      BestIndividual.Fitness=Population.Fitness; 
    } 
     else 
     {  double chgprobablity= exp(deltaFitness/T); 
         if(test(chgprobablity)) 
        { 
          for(int k=0;k<rowNo;k++) 
              BestIndividual.chrom[k]=Population.chrom[k]; 
          BestIndividual.Fitness=Population.Fitness; 
         } 
     } 
      for(int k=0;k<rowNo;k++) 
      Population.chrom[k]=BestIndividual.chrom[k]; 
      Population.Fitness= BestIndividual.Fitness; 
     if(i%rowNo==0) 
     {   cout<<i<<"  "; 
         cout<<BestIndividual.Fitness<<endl; 
        } 
     AverageFitness[i]+=BestIndividual.Fitness; 
     //T=Ti-i/100.0; 
     //T=0.95*T; 



     T=0.90*T;                       // 1st cooling schedule 
     //T=Ti/log(i+1);               // Classical Simulated Annealing -CSA 
     //T=Ti/(i+1);                  //Fast Simulated Annealing  -FSA 
   } 
   cout<<"Best="<<BestIndividual.Fitness<<endl; 
   OutPut(BestIndividual); 
} 
void Genetic::OutPut(Individual pIndividual) 
{   for(int j=0; j<rowNo;j++) 
          if(pIndividual.chrom[j]==1)  cout<<"1"; 
          else  cout<<"0"; 
       cout<<endl; 
 } 
 

[SA.cpp] 
#include <fstream> 
#include  "SA.h" 
using namespace std; 
int main() 
{ ofstream tenRun("C:/GA/SA/gawc/SAgawcRun.txt"); 
  ofstream average("C:/GA/SA/gawc/SAgawcAverage.txt"); 
  ofstream index("C:/GA/SA/gawc/SAgawcindex.txt"); 
  Genetic gen; 
  double MaxBest; 
  gen.GetFile(); 
  for(int r=0;r<10;r++) 
  {gen.RunGeneration(); 
   tenRun<<gen.BestIndividual.Fitness<<"   "; 
   for(int i=0;i<gen.rowNo;i++) 
   {tenRun<<gen.BestIndividual.chrom[i];  } 
   tenRun<<endl;  
  } 
  average<<gen.AverageFitness[0]/double(10)<<endl; 
  index<<0<<endl; 
  for(int i=1;i<20000;i++) 
  {if(gen.AverageFitness[i]!=gen.AverageFitness[i-1]) 
   {average<<gen.AverageFitness[i-1]/double(10)<<endl; 
    index<<i<<endl; 
    average<<gen.AverageFitness[i]/double(10)<<endl; 
    index<<i<<endl; } 
  }  // get average fitness value from ten times 
  tenRun.close();  
  average.close(); 



  return 0; 
  } 

[Greedy.h] 
#include "Genetic.h" 
#include <string> 
#include <fstream> 
Genetic::Genetic()  { } 
Genetic::~Genetic(){ } 
void Genetic::init() { } 
bool Genetic::test(double possibility) 
{ double p; 
  p=(rand()%10000)/10000.0; 
  if(p<=possibility) 
  return (true); 
  else  
  return (false); 
} 
void Genetic::GetFile() 
{ifstream in("E:/Project/TestFile/gawc.txt"); 
//ifstream in("E:/Project/TestFile/backwardinformation.txt"); 
//ifstream in("E:/Project/TestFile/gamACCT.txt"); 
//ifstream in("E:/Project/TestFile/backwardcomputing.txt"); 
//ifstream in("E:/Project/TestFile/backfordfifth.txt"); 
//ifstream in("E:/Project/TestFile/backforwardnewton.txt"); 
//ifstream in("E:/Project/TestFile/backwardhello.txt"); 
  string s; 
  CC c; 
  vector<CC> p; 
  unsigned num=0,ltemp,temp=1,two=2; 
  rowNo=0; 
  int stop=0,index=0; 
  while(getline(in, s)) // Discards newline char 
  { columnNo=0; 
    CvecSize=0; 
    for(int i=0; i<s.length(); i++ ) 
     { if(s[i]=='0'||s[i]=='1') 
        { num<<=1; 
          unsigned x=(unsigned)(s[i]-48); 
          num=num|x; 
          index++; 
          columnNo++; 
         } 
       if((i==s.length()-1)&&index!=(8*sizeof(unsigned))) 



        {num=num<<((8*sizeof(unsigned))-index); 
         index=(8*sizeof(unsigned)); 
        } 
       if(index==(8*sizeof(unsigned))) 
        { 
         c.Cvec.push_back(num); 
         num=0; 
         index=0; 
         CvecSize++; 
        } 
      } 
    index=0; 
    v.push_back(c); 
    c.Cvec.clear(); 
    rowNo++; 
    num=0; 
   } 
 cout<<rowNo<<endl; 
 cout<<columnNo<<endl; 
 cout<<CvecSize<<endl; 
} 
int Genetic::bitCount(unsigned int n) 
{ // This is for 32 bit numbers. 
register unsigned int tmp; 
tmp = n - ((n >> 1) & 033333333333) - ((n >> 2) & 011111111111); 
return ((tmp + (tmp >> 3)) & 030707070707) % 63; 
} 
void Genetic::CalFitness(Individual &pIndividual) 
{   CC c; 
    vector<CC> vec;      //vec is used to store the selected slicing sets 
                         //when the corresponding bit is "1", then the slicing is selected. 
    for(int i=0;i<rowNo;i++) 
    { if(pIndividual.chrom[i]==1) 
          { c=v[i]; 
            vec.push_back(c); 
            c.Cvec.clear(); 
           } 
     } 
   int sum=0; 
   unsigned temp=0; 
   double a=0.0,b=0.0; 
   for(int i=0;i<CvecSize;i++) 
    {for(int j=0;j<vec.size();j++) 
      temp=temp|((vec[j]).Cvec[i]); 



      sum+=bitCount(temp); 
    temp=0; 
    } 
    a=double(sum)/double(columnNo); 
    sum=0; 
   int v1=0,v2=0; 
   double d=0.0; 
 int SUM_COMPARE=0; 
 if(vec.size()>1) 
  {for(int i=0;i<vec.size()-1;i++) 
    for(int j=i+1;j<vec.size();j++) 
     {sum=0; 
      v1=0;v2=0; 
      for(int k=0;k<CvecSize;k++) 
      {temp=(vec[i]).Cvec[k]&(vec[j]).Cvec[k]; 
       sum+=bitCount(temp); 
       v1+=bitCount(vec[i].Cvec[k]); 
       v2+=bitCount(vec[j].Cvec[k]); 
       } 
      v1=v1>v2?v1:v2; 
      if(sum>0) 
      {d+=double(sum)/double(v1); 
      SUM_COMPARE++; 
       } 
     } 
   } 
    pIndividual.Fitness=a*50+(1-d/double(vec.size()*(vec.size()-1)/2))*50; 
} 
void Genetic::swap(Individual& a, Individual& b) 
{Individual temp; 
 for(int i=0;i<rowNo;i++) 
 {temp.chrom[i]=a.chrom[i]; 
  a.chrom[i]=b.chrom[i]; 
  b.chrom[i]=temp.chrom[i]; 
  } 
  temp.Fitness=a.Fitness; 
  a.Fitness=b.Fitness; 
  b.Fitness=temp.Fitness; 
 return; 
} 
void Genetic::statistic(Individual *pIndividual) 
{    for(int k=0;k<rowNo;k++) 
 { CalFitness(pIndividual[k]);       } 
    Individual temp; 



    for(int i=0;i<rowNo;i++) 
 {for(int j=i+1;j<rowNo;j++) 
  { 
   if(pIndividual[i].Fitness<pIndividual[j].Fitness) 
               { 
               swap(pIndividual[i],pIndividual[j]); 
               } 
   } 
  } 
  } 
void Genetic::mutation(Individual &pIndividual) 
{ for(int j=0;j<rowNo;j++) 
    {  if(test(Pmutation)) 
          if(pIndividual.chrom[j]=1) 
            pIndividual.chrom[j]=0; 
          else pIndividual.chrom[j]=1;  } 
} 
void Genetic::SteepestNext(Individual pIndividual) 
{   for(int i=0;i<rowNo;i++) 
     {for(int k=0;k<rowNo;k++) 
       {if((pIndividual.chrom[k]==0)&&(i==k)) 
        Temp[i].chrom[k]=1; 
       else 
        Temp[i].chrom[k]=pIndividual.chrom[k]; 
        } 
     } 
} 
int Genetic::FindFirst() 
{ int index=0; 
  int value=0; 
  for(int i=0;i<rowNo;i++) 
    {if(CoverageBitCount(Temp[i])>value) 
      {value=CoverageBitCount(Temp[i]); 
       index=i;  } 
    } 
  return index; 
} 
void Genetic::RunGeneration() 
{  ofstream file("C:/Greedy/gawc/Greedygawc1.txt"); 
   SteepestNext(Population); 
   statistic(Temp); 
   int t=FindFirst(); 
   for(int i=0;i<rowNo;i++) 
    BestIndividual.chrom[i]=Temp[t].chrom[i]; 



   int value=0,value1=0; 
   int index=0; 
   int count=0; 
   int Temp0=0; 
   int tempindex=0; 
   double value2=0.0; 
   bool k=true; 
   Individual ind; 
   for(int i=0;i<rowNo;i++) 
    {  index=0; 
       Temp0=CoverageBitCount(BestIndividual); 
       bool k=false; 
       for(int i1=0;i1<rowNo;i1++) 
         Population.chrom[i1]=BestIndividual.chrom[i1]; 
       value1=0; 
       //looking for the index of chrom; 
       for(int j=0;j<rowNo;j++) 
       { Population.chrom[j]=1; 
          value=CoverageBitCount(Population)-Temp0; 
          if((value>value1)&&(value>0)) 
           {  index=j; 
              value1=value; 
              k=true; 
            } 
           for(int k=0;k<rowNo;k++) 
           Population.chrom[k]=BestIndividual.chrom[k]; 
        } 
       if(k) 
       BestIndividual.chrom[index]=1; 
       else break;     
BestIndividual.Fitness=double(CoverageBitCount(BestIndividual))/double(columnNo)*100; 
     cout<<BestIndividual.Fitness<<endl; 
     file<<BestIndividual.Fitness<<endl; 
      }      
BestIndividual.Fitness=double(CoverageBitCount(BestIndividual))/double(columnNo)*100; 
     cout<<BestIndividual.Fitness<<endl; 
     file<<BestIndividual.Fitness<<endl; 
     CalFitness(BestIndividual); 
      cout<<"Best="<<BestIndividual.Fitness<<endl; 
      file<<"Best="<< BestIndividual.Fitness<<endl; 
      file.close(); 
} 
int Genetic::CoverageBitCount(Individual pIndividual) 
{ int sum=0; 



  for(int j=0;j<CvecSize;j++) 
   { unsigned temp=0; 
     for(int i=0;i<rowNo;i++) 
      { 
       if(pIndividual.chrom[i]==1) 
       temp=temp|v[i].Cvec[j]; 
       } 
      sum+=bitCount(temp); 
    } 
   return sum; 
} 
void Genetic::OutPut(Individual pIndividual) 
{  for(int j=0; j<rowNo;j++) 
          if(pIndividual.chrom[j]==1) 
             cout<<"1"; 
          else 
             cout<<"0"; 
       cout<<endl; 
 } 
 

[Greedy.cpp] 
#include <fstream> 
#include  "Greedy.h" 
using namespace std; 
int main() 
{ Genetic gen; 
  double MaxBest; 
  gen.GetFile(); 
  gen.RunGeneration(); 
  return 0; 
  } 

[Systematic.h] 
void Genetic::RunGeneration() 
{  ofstream file("E:/Project/Greedy/Sysmatic/Systematic_gawc1.txt"); 
   SteepestNext(Population); 
   statistic(Temp); 
   for(int i=0;i<rowNo;i++) 
    BestIndividual.chrom[i]=Temp[0].chrom[i]; 
    int index=0; 
    int count=rowNo; 
   int tempindex=0; 
   double value2=0.0; 



   bool k=true; 
   for(int i=0;i<rowNo;i++) 
    {  index=0; 
       CalFitness(BestIndividual); 
       cout<<BestIndividual.Fitness<<endl; 
       file<<count<<"  "<<BestIndividual.Fitness<<endl; 
       value2=BestIndividual.Fitness; 
       bool k=false; 
       for(int i1=0;i1<rowNo;i1++) 
         Population.chrom[i1]=BestIndividual.chrom[i1]; 
       for(int j=0;j<rowNo;j++) 
        { Population.chrom[j]=1; 
          CalFitness(Population); 
          count++; 
         if(Population.Fitness>value2) 
            {  index=j; 
               value2=Population.Fitness; 
               k=true; 
            } 
          for(int k=0;k<rowNo;k++) 
           Population.chrom[k]=BestIndividual.chrom[k]; 
         } 
       if(k) 
       BestIndividual.chrom[index]=1; 
       else break; 
      } 
      CalFitness(BestIndividual); 
      file<<count<<"  "<<BestIndividual.Fitness<<endl; 
      file.close(); 

} 
 

[GeneticMO.h] 
#define MAX_LENGTH         1600 
#define POPULATION_SIZE     200 
#include <vector> 
#include <string> 
#include <fstream> 
struct Individual 
{   short  chrom[MAX_LENGTH]; 
    double Coverage; 
    double Overlap; 
}; 
class CC 



{public: vector<unsigned> Cvec; 
          CC(){ }; 
}; 
class Genetic 
{ private: 
 double Pmutation; 
 double Pcross; 
    int    Popsize; 
    int columnNo;            // number of program point; 
    int rowNo; 
    int CvecSize; 
     vector<CC> v; 
public: 
 Individual  Population[POPULATION_SIZE]; 
    Individual  Temp[POPULATION_SIZE]; 
    Individual  BestIndividual; 
    double SumFitness ; 
    double coverage_final[200]; 
    double overlap_final[200]; 
    int index; 
    vector<Individual> Result; 
    vector<Individual> Pareto_Front; 
    vector<Individual> Pareto_Front100; 
private: 
    bool test(double possibility); 
    int select(int tournament); 
    int randxy(int x, int y); 
    void swap(Individual& a, Individual& b); 
    void mutation(Individual &pIndividual); 
    void cross(Individual pParent1,Individual pParent2,Individual &pChild1,Individual 
&pChild2); 
public: 
  Genetic(); 
 ~Genetic(); 
    void GetFile(); 
    int  bitCount(unsigned int n); 
    void CalFitness(Individual &pIndividual ); 
    void SetMutation(double mutation); 
 void SetCross(double cross); 
    void SetPopsize(int gen); 
  void init(); 
 void statistic(Individual *pIndividual); 
    void RunGeneration(); 
    void OutPut(Individual pIndividual); 



    int nichecount(Individual pIndividual);      
    double distance(Individual a, Individual b); 
    bool dominate(Individual a, Individual b); 
    bool NonDominate(Individual a, Individual b); 
    void ParetoFront(Individual *pIndividual, vector<Individual> &front); 
}; 

[NPGA.h] 
#include "GeneticMO.h" 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <string> 
#include <fstream> 
Genetic::Genetic() {} 
Genetic::~Genetic(){ } 
void Genetic::init() 
{int j, j1; 
 for(j = 0; j<Popsize; j++) 
    { 
        for(j1 = 0; j1 <=v.size(); j1++) 
 
           {if(test(0.5)) 
                 {Population[j].chrom[j1]=1;   } 
             else 
                 {Population[j].chrom[j1]=0;   } 
             } 
     } 
  index=0; 
} 
void Genetic::SetMutation(double mutation) 
{    Pmutation=mutation; } 
void Genetic::SetCross(double cross) 
{     Pcross=cross;  } 
void  Genetic::SetPopsize(int gen) 
{       Popsize=gen; } 
int Genetic::randxy(int x, int y) 
{    return (x+(rand()%(y-x)));  } 
bool Genetic::test(double possibility) 
{ double p; 
  p=(rand()%10000)/10000.0; 
  if(p<=possibility)   return (true); 
  else   return (false); 
} 
void Genetic::GetFile() 
{ifstream in("E:/Project/TestFile/gawc.txt");    //done 



 //ifstream in("E:/Project/TestFile/backwardhello.txt");  //done 
 //ifstream in("E:/Project/TestFile/backwardinformation.txt"); 
 //ifstream in("E:/Project/TestFile/backwardcomputing.txt"); 
 //ifstream in("E:/Project/TestFile/backfordfifth.txt"); 
 //ifstream in("E:/Project/TestFile/backforwardnewton.txt"); 
 //ifstream in("E:/Project/TestFile/gamACCT.txt"); 
  string s; 
  CC c; 
  vector<CC> p; 
  unsigned num=0,ltemp,temp=1,two=2; 
  rowNo=0; 
  int stop=0,index=0; 
  while(getline(in, s)) // Discards newline char 
  { 
    columnNo=0; 
    CvecSize=0; 
    for(int i=0; i<s.length(); i++ ) 
     { if(s[i]=='0'||s[i]=='1') 
        { num<<=1; 
          unsigned x=(unsigned)(s[i]-48); 
          num=num|x; 
          index++; 
          columnNo++; 
         } 
       if((i==s.length()-1)&&index!=(8*sizeof(unsigned))) 
        {num=num<<((8*sizeof(unsigned))-index); 
         index=(8*sizeof(unsigned)); 
        } 
       if(index==(8*sizeof(unsigned))) 
        { 
         c.Cvec.push_back(num); 
         num=0; 
         index=0; 
         CvecSize++; 
        } 
      } 
    index=0; 
    v.push_back(c); 
    c.Cvec.clear(); 
    rowNo++; 
    num=0; 
   } 
 cout<<rowNo<<endl; 
 cout<<columnNo<<endl; 



 cout<<CvecSize<<endl; 
} 
int Genetic::bitCount(unsigned int n) 
{register unsigned int tmp; 
 tmp = n - ((n >> 1) & 033333333333) - ((n >> 2) & 011111111111); 
 return ((tmp + (tmp >> 3)) & 030707070707) % 63; 
} 
void Genetic::CalFitness(Individual &pIndividual) 
{   CC c; 
    vector<CC> vec;      //vec is used to store the selected slicing sets 
                         //when the corresponding bit is "1", then the slicing is selected. 
    for(int i=0;i<rowNo;i++) 
    { if(pIndividual.chrom[i]==1) 
          { c=v[i]; 
            vec.push_back(c); 
            c.Cvec.clear(); 
           } 
     } 
    /*Coverage------------------------------------------*/ 
   int sum=0; 
   unsigned temp=0; 
   double a=0.0,b=0.0; 
   for(int i=0;i<CvecSize;i++) 
    { 
     for(int j=0;j<vec.size();j++) 
      temp=temp|((vec[j]).Cvec[i]); 
     sum+=bitCount(temp); 
     temp=0; 
    } 
 pIndividual.Coverage=100*double(sum)/double(columnNo); 
  /*  Intersection-----------------------------------*/ 
   sum=0; 
 int v1=0,v2=0; 
 double d=0.0; 
 int SUM_COMPARE=0; 
 if(vec.size()>1) 
  {for(int i=0;i<vec.size()-1;i++) 
    for(int j=i+1;j<vec.size();j++) 
     {sum=0; 
      v1=0;v2=0; 
      for(int k=0;k<CvecSize;k++) 
      {temp=(vec[i]).Cvec[k]&(vec[j]).Cvec[k]; 
       sum+=bitCount(temp); 
       v1+=bitCount(vec[i].Cvec[k]); 



       v2+=bitCount(vec[j].Cvec[k]); 
       } 
      v1=v1>v2?v1:v2; 
      if(sum>0) 
        d+=double(sum)/double(v1); 
    } 
   } 
pIndividual.Overlap=(1-d/double(vec.size()*(vec.size()-1)/2))*100; 
} 
void Genetic::statistic(Individual *pIndividual) 
{   int i=0; 
    bool dominate=false; 
    bool noinfer=false; 
    //cout<<index<<endl; 
    for(int k=0;k<Popsize;k++) 
 {   i=0; 
  CalFitness(pIndividual[k]); 
     } 
  } 
void Genetic::mutation(Individual &pIndividual) 
{  for(int j=0;j<rowNo;j++) 
    {  if(test(Pmutation)) 
          if(pIndividual.chrom[j]==1) 
            pIndividual.chrom[j]=0; 
          else pIndividual.chrom[j]=1; 
    } 
} 
void Genetic::cross(Individual pParent1, Individual pParent2,Individual &pChild1,Individual 
&pChild2) 
{ if(test(Pcross)) 
    {  int jcross =randxy(1 ,(rowNo-1));/* Cross between 1 and l-1 */ 
       for(int i=0;i<jcross;i++) 
        {pChild1.chrom[i]=pParent1.chrom[i]; 
         pChild2.chrom[i]=pParent2.chrom[i]; 
        } 
       for(int i=jcross;i<rowNo;i++) 
        {pChild1.chrom[i]=pParent2.chrom[i]; 
         pChild2.chrom[i]=pParent1.chrom[i]; 
        } 
    } 
    else 
    { for(int k = 0; k <rowNo; k++) 
     { pChild1.chrom[k]=pParent1.chrom[k]; 
       pChild2.chrom[k]=pParent2.chrom[k]; 



     } 
    } 
} 
void Genetic::RunGeneration() 
{  init(); 
   statistic(Population); 
   for(int i=0;i<Popsize;i++) 
    Result.push_back(Population[i]); 
  ParetoFront(Population,Pareto_Front); 
   for(int i=1;i<100;i++) 
   {cout<<"********************"<<endl; 
     int r1=0,r2=0; 
     for(int x=0;x<Popsize;x=x+2) 
  {  r1=select(10); 
        r2=select(10); 
        cross(Population[r1],Population[r2],Temp[x],Temp[x+1]); 
      } 
     for(int k=0;k<Popsize;k++) 
       mutation(Temp[k]); 
    //copy to the next generation 
    for(int j=0;j<Popsize;j++) 
  { for(int k=0;k<rowNo;k++) 
      Population[j].chrom[k]=Temp[j].chrom[k]; 
      } 
   statistic(Population); 
   if(i==50) 
   {for(int i=0;i<Popsize;i++) 
      Result.push_back(Population[i]); 
    } 
  } 
  for(int i=0;i<Popsize;i++) 
    Result.push_back(Population[i]); 
  ParetoFront(Population,Pareto_Front100); 
} 
void Genetic::OutPut(Individual pIndividual) 
{   for(int j=0; j<rowNo;j++) 
          if(pIndividual.chrom[j]==1) cout<<"1"; 
          else  cout<<"0"; 
       cout<<endl; 
 } 
int  Genetic::select(int tournament) 
{   srand(rand(1,100000)); 
    int rand1,rand2; 
    bool equal=false; 



    bool cand1_dominated=false; 
    bool cand2_dominated=false; 
    int candidate1=rand()%Popsize; 
    int candidate2=rand()%Popsize; 
    equal=(candidate1==candidate2); 
    while(equal) 
    {candidate2=rand()%Popsize; 
     equal=(candidate1==candidate2); 
     } 
    for(int i=0;i<tournament;i++) 
    { int randomNo=rand()%Popsize; 
     // cout<<randomNo<<"  "; 
      if(dominate(Population[randomNo],Population[candidate1])) 
       cand1_dominated=true; 
      if(dominate(Population[randomNo],Population[candidate2])) 
       cand2_dominated=true; 
      } 
   if(cand1_dominated&&!cand2_dominated) 
   return candidate2; 
   else if(cand2_dominated&&!cand1_dominated) 
        return candidate1; 
        else if(nichecount(Population[candidate1])>nichecount(Population[candidate2])) 
             {return candidate2;} 
             else 
              {return candidate1; } 
} 
int Genetic::nichecount(Individual pIndividual) 
 { int sum=0; 
   double share=0.1; 
   for(int i=0;i<Popsize;i++) 
    {if(distance(pIndividual,Population[i])<share) 
     sum++; 
    } 
   return sum; 
 } 
double Genetic::distance(Individual a, Individual b) 
{ //sum of all the absolute value of distance of every objective; 
  double sum=0.0; 
  if((a.Coverage/double(100))>(b.Coverage/double(100))) 
  sum=a.Coverage/double(100)-b.Coverage/double(100); 
  else sum=b.Coverage/double(100)-a.Coverage/double(100); 
 
  if(a.Overlap/double(100)>b.Overlap/double(100)) 
  sum+=a.Overlap/double(100)-b.Overlap/double(100); 



  else sum+=(b.Overlap/double(100)- a.Overlap/double(100)); 
  return sum; 
} 
bool Genetic::dominate(Individual a,Individual b) 
 {if((a.Coverage>=b.Coverage)&&(a.Overlap>=b.Overlap)) 
  return true; 
  else return false; 
  } 
bool Genetic::NonDominate(Individual a, Individual b) 
 {if((a.Coverage<=b.Coverage)&&(a.Overlap<=b.Overlap)) 
   return false; 
   else return true; 
  } 
void Genetic::ParetoFront(Individual *pIndividual, vector<Individual> &front) 
 { for(int i=0;i<Popsize;i++) 
    if(!front.empty()) 
      {bool domin=false; 
      for( int j=0;j<front.size();j++) 
       {if(!NonDominate(front[j],pIndividual[i])) 
        {vector<Individual>::iterator startIterator; 
         startIterator=front.begin(); 
         front.erase(startIterator+j); 
         } 
         else 
         if(dominate(front[j],pIndividual[i])) 
         domin=true; 
        } 
        if(!domin) 
        front.push_back(pIndividual[i]); 
       } 
      else 
       front.push_back(pIndividual[i]); 
 } 
 

[multiobjectiveGA.cpp] 
#include <fstream> 
#include  "NPGA.h" 
using namespace std; 
int main() 
{  ofstream coverage("C:/multiobjective/info/GAACCTCoverage.txt"); 
  ofstream overlap("C:/multiobjective/info/GAACCTOverlap.txt"); 
  ofstream Pareto_gen0("C:/multiobjective/info/GAACCTPareto_gen0.txt"); 
  ofstream Pareto_gen100("C:/multiobjective/info/GAACCTPareto_gen100.txt"); 



  //ofstream Pareto_gen100("E:/multiobjective/info/GA_gawc_PF_10RUN.txt"); 
  Genetic gen; 
  double MaxBest; 
  gen.SetPopsize(100); 
  gen.SetCross(0.6); 
  gen.SetMutation(0.01); 
  gen.GetFile(); 
  gen.RunGeneration(); 
  for(int i=0;i<300;i++) 
  { if((i==100)||(i==200)) 
    { coverage<<"-------------"<<endl; 
      overlap<<"-------------"<<endl; 
    } 
   coverage<<gen.Result[i].Coverage<<endl; 
   overlap<<gen.Result[i].Overlap<<endl; 
  } 
  Pareto_gen0<<"Coverage"<<"    "<<"Overlap"<<endl; 
  for(int ii=0;ii<gen.Pareto_Front.size();ii++) 
  Pareto_gen0<<gen.Pareto_Front[ii].Coverage<<"    "<<gen.Pareto_Front[ii].Overlap<<endl; 
  Pareto_gen100<<"Coverage"<<"    "<<"Overlap"<<endl; 
  for(int ii=0;ii<gen.Pareto_Front100.size();ii++) 
  Pareto_gen100<<gen.Pareto_Front100[ii].Coverage<<"  
"<<gen.Pareto_Front100[ii].Overlap<<endl; 
  // get average fitness value from ten times 
  coverage.close(); 
  overlap.close(); 
  Pareto_gen0.close(); 
  Pareto_gen100.close(); 
  return 0; 
  } 

[GeneticMO.h] 
#define MAX_LENGTH          1600 
#define POPULATION_SIZE     200 
#include <vector> 
#include <string> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <fstream> 
struct Individual 
{   short  chrom[MAX_LENGTH]; 
    double Coverage; 
    double Overlap; 
}; 
class CC 



{public: vector<unsigned> Cvec; 
          CC(){ }; 
}; 
class Genetic 
{ private: 
 double Pmutation; 
 double Pcross; 
    int    Popsize; 
    int columnNo;            // number of program point; 
    int rowNo; 
    int CvecSize; 
    vector<CC> v; 
public: 
 Individual  Population[POPULATION_SIZE]; 
    Individual  Temp[POPULATION_SIZE]; 
    Individual  BestIndividual; 
    double SumFitness ; 
    double coverage_final[200]; 
    double overlap_final[200]; 
    int index; 
    vector<Individual> Result; 
    vector<Individual> Pareto_Front; 
    vector<Individual> Pareto_Front100; 
private: 
    bool test(double possibility); 
public: 
  Genetic(); 
 ~Genetic(); 
    void GetFile(); 
    int  bitCount(unsigned int n); 
    void CalFitness(Individual &pIndividual ); 
    void SetPopsize(int gen); 
  void init(); 
 void statistic(Individual *pIndividual); 
    void RunGeneration(); 
    bool dominate(Individual a, Individual b); 
    bool NonDominate(Individual a, Individual b); 
    void ParetoFront(Individual *pIndividual, vector<Individual> &front); 
}; 

[MORandom.h] 
#include "GeneticMO.h" 
#include <string> 
Genetic::Genetic()  { } 



Genetic::~Genetic(){ } 
void Genetic::init() 
{ int j, j1; 
 for(j = 0; j<Popsize; j++) 
    {   for(j1 = 0; j1 <=v.size(); j1++) 
          {  if(test(0.5)) 
                 {Population[j].chrom[j1]=1;  } 
             else 
                 {Population[j].chrom[j1]=0; } 
            } 
    } 
  index=0; 
} 
void  Genetic::SetPopsize(int gen) 
{     Popsize=gen;   } 
bool Genetic::test(double possibility) 
{ double p; 
  //srand(time(NULL)); 
  p=(rand()%10000)/10000.0; 
  if(p<=possibility) 
  return (true); 
  else  
  return (false); 
} 
void Genetic::GetFile() 
{//ifstream in("E:/Project/TestFile/gawc.txt");    //done 
 //ifstream in("E:/Project/TestFile/backwardhello.txt");  //done 
 //ifstream in("E:/Project/TestFile/backwardinformation.txt"); 
 //ifstream in("E:/Project/TestFile/backwardcomputing.txt"); 
 //ifstream in("E:/Project/TestFile/backfordfifth.txt"); 
 ifstream in("E:/Project/TestFile/backforwardnewton.txt"); 
 //ifstream in("E:/Project/TestFile/gamACCT.txt"); 
  string s; 
  CC c; 
  vector<CC> p; 
  unsigned num=0,ltemp,temp=1,two=2; 
  rowNo=0; 
  int stop=0,index=0; 
  while(getline(in, s)) // Discards newline char 
  { columnNo=0; 
    CvecSize=0; 
    for(int i=0; i<s.length(); i++ ) 
     { if(s[i]=='0'||s[i]=='1') 
        { num<<=1; 



          unsigned x=(unsigned)(s[i]-48); 
          num=num|x; 
          index++; 
          columnNo++; 
         } 
       if((i==s.length()-1)&&index!=(8*sizeof(unsigned))) 
        {num=num<<((8*sizeof(unsigned))-index); 
         index=(8*sizeof(unsigned)); 
        } 
       if(index==(8*sizeof(unsigned))) 
        { 
         c.Cvec.push_back(num); 
         num=0; 
         index=0; 
         CvecSize++; 
        } 
      } 
    index=0; 
    v.push_back(c); 
    c.Cvec.clear(); 
    rowNo++; 
    num=0; 
   } 
 cout<<rowNo<<endl; 
 cout<<columnNo<<endl; 
 cout<<CvecSize<<endl; 
} 
int Genetic::bitCount(unsigned int n) 
{// This is for 32 bit numbers. 
register unsigned int tmp; 
tmp = n - ((n >> 1) & 033333333333) - ((n >> 2) & 011111111111); 
return ((tmp + (tmp >> 3)) & 030707070707) % 63; 
} 
void Genetic::CalFitness(Individual &pIndividual) 
{   CC c; 
    vector<CC> vec;      //vec is used to store the selected slicing sets 
                         //when the corresponding bit is "1", then the slicing is selected. 
    for(int i=0;i<rowNo;i++) 
    { if(pIndividual.chrom[i]==1) 
          { c=v[i]; 
            vec.push_back(c); 
            c.Cvec.clear();} 
     } 
    /*Coverage------------------------------------------*/ 



   int sum=0; 
   unsigned temp=0; 
   double a=0.0,b=0.0; 
   for(int i=0;i<CvecSize;i++) 
    {for(int j=0;j<vec.size();j++) 
      temp=temp|((vec[j]).Cvec[i]); 

   sum+=bitCount(temp); 
    temp=0; 
    } 
 pIndividual.Coverage=100*double(sum)/double(columnNo); 
  /*  Intersection-----------------------------------*/ 
 sum=0; 
 int v1=0,v2=0; 
 double d=0.0; 
 int SUM_COMPARE=0; 
 if(vec.size()>1) 
  {for(int i=0;i<vec.size()-1;i++) 
    for(int j=i+1;j<vec.size();j++) 
     {sum=0; 
      v1=0;v2=0; 
      for(int k=0;k<CvecSize;k++) 
      {temp=(vec[i]).Cvec[k]&(vec[j]).Cvec[k]; 
       sum+=bitCount(temp); 
       v1+=bitCount(vec[i].Cvec[k]); 
       v2+=bitCount(vec[j].Cvec[k]); 
       } 
      v1=v1>v2?v1:v2; 
      if(sum>0) 
        d+=double(sum)/double(v1);    } 
   } 
pIndividual.Overlap=(1-d/double(vec.size()*(vec.size()-1)/2))*100; 
} 
void Genetic::statistic(Individual *pIndividual) 
{   bool dominate=false; 
    int i=0; 
    bool noinfer=false; 
    //cout<<index<<endl; 
    for(int k=0;k<Popsize;k++) 
 {   i=0; 
  CalFitness(pIndividual[k]); 
     } 
 } 
void Genetic::RunGeneration() 
{  for(int run=0;run<10;run++) 



   {for(int i=0;i<100;i++) 
   {cout<<"********************"<<endl; 
    init(); 
    statistic(Population); 
    ParetoFront(Population,Pareto_Front); 
    } 
   } 
} 
bool Genetic::dominate(Individual a,Individual b) 
 {if((a.Coverage>=b.Coverage)&&(a.Overlap>=b.Overlap)) 
  return true; 
  else return false; 
  } 
bool Genetic::NonDominate(Individual a, Individual b) 
 {if((a.Coverage<=b.Coverage)&&(a.Overlap<=b.Overlap)) 
   return false; 
   else return true; 
  } 
void Genetic::ParetoFront(Individual *pIndividual, vector<Individual> &front) 
 { for(int i=0;i<Popsize;i++) 
    if(!front.empty()) 
      {bool domin=false; 
      for( int j=0;j<front.size();j++) 
       {if(!NonDominate(front[j],pIndividual[i])) 
        {vector<Individual>::iterator startIterator; 
         startIterator=front.begin(); 
         front.erase(startIterator+j); 
         } 
         else 
         if(dominate(front[j],pIndividual[i])) 
         domin=true; 
        } 
        if(!domin) 
        front.push_back(pIndividual[i]); 
       } 
      else 
       front.push_back(pIndividual[i]); 
 } 

[MORandom.cpp] 
#include <iostream.h> 
#include <string> 
#include <fstream> 
#include  "MORandom.h" 



using namespace std; 
int main() 
{ ofstream Pareto_gen0("C:/multiobjective/Random/result/RD_newton_PF_10RUN.txt"); 
  Genetic gen; 
  double MaxBest; 
  gen.SetPopsize(100); 
  gen.GetFile(); 
  gen.RunGeneration(); 
  Pareto_gen0<<"Coverage"<<"    "<<"Overlap"<<endl; 
  for(int ii=0;ii<gen.Pareto_Front.size();ii++) 
  Pareto_gen0<<gen.Pareto_Front[ii].Coverage<<"   "<<gen.Pareto_Front[ii].Overlap<<endl; 
  Pareto_gen0.close(); 
  return 0; 
} 
 
 


